Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the Turkish communist leader Mustafa Suphi and the Turkish communist movement. Exerpts from pamphlet published in Moscow, 1923. Translated by Mithat Esmer.
Notes: Turkish translation from Russian.

Albertini, Georges, 1911-1983.
Title: Georges Albertini papers, 1938-1986.
Physical Description: 16 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, reports, notes, and other writings, relating to political conditions in France, communism in France, international communism, and anti-communist movements.
Note: In French.
Indexes: Register.

Allderdice, Norman, 1894-1961, collector.
Title: Collection, 1895-1984.
Physical Description: 135 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Pamphlets, leaflets, and other printed ephemera, issued by right-wing, left-wing and other political organizations, and by governmental, business, labor, religious, educational and other organizations, relating to political, social and economic conditions in the United States and abroad, and especially to right-wing and left-wing movements in the United States.

Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 1 oversize box, 68 envelopes, 1 oversize folder, 1 framed print.
Summary: Photographs depicting various prominent personalities in the United States, American communists, and miscellaneous political, military and scientific scenes.
Indexes: Inventory.

Amerikas Latweetis.
Title: Newspaper articles, 1939-1941.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Relates to the Soviet occupation of Latvia, 1940-1941, Latvian foreign relations, the Latvian communist party, and the Latvia press in the United States.
Notes: Organ of the American Latvian Workers Union (previous title, Strahneeku Zihna).
Notes: English translation from Latvian.

Applebaum, Anne, 1964- collector.
Title: Anne Applebaum collection, 1930-2011.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 1 card file box.
Summary: Reports, memoranda, lists, printed matter, and audio tapes, relating to administration of forced labor camps in the Soviet Union, and to other aspects of communist regimes in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Note: In Russian and Polish.

Physical Description: 237 linear ft.
Summary: Relates to political conditions in the Soviet Union.
Filmed from finding aids and holdings of the TSentr khraneniia sovremennoi dokumentatsii (Russia), the Rossiiskii tsentr khraneniia i izucheniiia dokumentov noveishei istorii, and the Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii.
Notes: In Russian.

Argelander, Frank.
Title: Memorandum, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the 1927 uprising of the Communist Party in China.
Notes: American teacher and missionary in China, 1919-1931.

Arkhangelskii, Aleksei Petrovich.
Title: Papers, 1918-1956.
Physical Description: 5 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, reports, memoranda, writings, military records, printed matter, and photographs, relating to Russian emigre affairs, Russian nationalism, monarchism and anti-communism, and Russian military activities in World War I and the Russian Revolution. Includes records of the Russkii Obshchevoinskii Soiuz.
Notes: General, Russian Imperial army; chairman, Russkii Obshchevoinskii Soiuz.
Notes: In Russian.

Aroche Parra, Miguel, 1915-
Title: Miguel Aroche Parra papers, 1901-2011.
Physical Description: 53 ms. boxes, 4 oversize boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, reports, memoranda, internal bulletins, and printed matter, relating to political conditions in Mexico, and especially to political parties and electoral alliances of the left, including the Partido Comunista Mexicano, the Partido Obrero Campesino Mexicano, the Movimiento de Accion y Union Socialista, and the Partido de la Revolucion Democratica.
Note: Mexican communist leader, author and journalist; columnist, Excelsior.
Note: In Spanish.

Ausky, Stanislav A., 1922-
Title: Collection, 1943-1986.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 1 card file box, 1 envelope.
Summary: Memoirs, other writings, correspondence, microfilm and photocopies of German and American military documents, bulletins, pamphlets, other printed matter, sound recordings, motion picture film, slides, and photographs, relating to the Russkaia Osvoboditel'naia Armiia, led by General Andrei A. Vlasov, and to other anti-Soviet movements, especially among Ukrainians and Cossacks, during World War II. Includes research material used for the book by S. A. Ausky, Vojska generala Vlasova v Cechach (1980).
Notes: In Russian, German, English and Czech.
Title: Karl Baarslag papers, 1919-1979, (bulk) 1940-1960.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs, writings, reports, memoranda, letters, pamphlets, and
serial issues, relating to international communism, communism in
the United States, communism in maritime unions, and internal
security activities of the Office of Naval Intelligence during World War
II.
Note: Lieutenant commander, United
States Navy; assigned to Office of Naval Intelligence, 1941-1945;
Indexes: Register.

Baker, Elizabeth N.
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1938-1966.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Leaflets, bulletins, correspondence, and clippings,
relating to American politics and government, and conservative, anti-
communist, and pacifist political groups in the United States.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Barbe, Henri, 1902-
Title: Souvenirs de militant et de dirigeant communiste : typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 v. (1 folder)
Notes: Member and leading official in the French Communist Party, 1920-1934, and in the Executive Committee of the Communist International, 1927-1931.
Notes: In French.

Title: Papers, 1933-1970.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 4
envelopes, 1 album box, 2
phonorecords, memorabilia.
Summary: Manuscripts of writings, correspondence, printed matter, photographs, and phonorecords, relating to the Dixie Mission and the military situation in China during World War II. Includes a coat worn in China by Colonel Barrett.
Notes: Colonel, United States Army; chief of the United States Dixie Mission to Chinese communist forces, 1944.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Barron, John, 1930-
Title: Papers, 1927-1996.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Notes: American journalist and author.
Indexes: Register.

Bay Area Socialist Organizing Committee.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Minutes, discussion papers, and internal circulated documents, relating to communist political thought and activities in the United States.

Notes: American communist organization.

Beichman, Arnold.
Title: Arnold Beichman papers, 1932-2007.
Physical Description: 112 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, printed matter, and audio and video recordings, relating to the history of the Cold War, the history of Soviet treaty negotiation and compliance, Soviet espionage, communism in the United States and elsewhere, and contemporary politics in the United States and Great Britain. In part used as research material for books by A. Beichman. Also includes photocopies of decoded Soviet espionage transmissions, intercepted by American intelligence agencies during the Venona program.
Note: American journalist and author.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Title: Eric Cyril Bellquist papers, 1928-1979.
Physical Description: 66 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 2 card file boxes, 9 envelopes, 2 phonotape reels, 3 phonorecords, 1 motion picture film reel.
Summary: Correspondence, reports, memoranda, writings, press releases, printed matter, and audiovisual material, relating to American propaganda activities during and after World War II; postwar American foreign policy, especially in Scandinavia; political conditions in the United States, Sweden, and elsewhere in Europe; and public opinion formation. Sound use copies of sound recordings available.
Note: American political scientist; principal regional specialist and area chief for Sweden, United States Office of War Information, 1943-1945; Regional director and chief, European Division, Office of International Information and Cultural Affairs, United States Department of State, 1945-1947; director, United States Information Service, Sweden, 1949-1951.
Indexes: Register.

Belorussian Liberation Front.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Brochures and printed matter, relating to Belarusian history, nationalism, and cartography.
Notes: Anti-communist and nationalist emigre group, with headquarters in London.

Benemelis, Juan F.
Title: Castro, subversion and terrorism in Africa : typescript, n.d. / Juan F. Benemelis.
Physical Description: 1 item (485 p.) (1 ms. box)
Summary: Relates to Cuban foreign policy in Africa. Portuguese and Spanish versions published as Castro: Subversao e Terrorismo em Africa (Lisbon, 1986), and Castro, Subversion y Terrorismo en Africa (Madrid, 1988), respectively.
Notes: Cuban foreign ministry official; subsequently emigre in the United States.

Bennett, A. E., collector.
Title: Collection, 1958-1979.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Letters, clippings, leaflets, pamphlets, serial issues, and ephemeral printed matter, issued by conservative and anti-communist organizations in the United States, relating to international communism and communism in the United States.

Bereczky, Dr.
Title: Ungarischer Aufruf : sound recording, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 phonorecord)
Summary: Radio broadcast denouncing Soviet communism.
Notes: In Hungarian.

Berger, Y.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to activities of the West Indian pan-Africanist leader George Padmore in the Communist International. Includes translation.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Communist International agent.
Notes: In German with English translation.

Physical Description: 44 ms. boxes, 1 envelope.
Summary: Correspondence, telegrams, reports, memoranda, lists, speeches and writings, and leaflets, relating to French political events and foreign relations, France during World War II, and the Front Populaire.
Notes: French attorney, diplomat, author, journalist, and politician; secretary-general, Inter-Allied Commission for Reparations, 1918-1924; director of the cabinet, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1924-1925; ambassador to the Soviet Union, 1941.

Notes: Mainly in French.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Jakub Berman papers, 1941-1983.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs, other speeches and writings, notes, correspondence, and photographs, relating to the Polish communist movement, and to post-World War II political conditions in Poland.
Notes: In Polish.
Indexes: Register.

Besedovskii, Grigorii Zinov'evich.
Title: Articles, 1929.
Physical Description: 1 v. (1 folder)
Summary: Series of printed articles published in Le Matin (Paris), relating to Soviet diplomacy and the Communist International.
Notes: Soviet charge d'affaires in France.
Notes: In French.

Title: Ladislav Bevc Papers, 1942-2007.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, and printed matter, relating to conditions in Slovenia during World War II, communism in Slovenia, conditions of Slovenes in postwar displaced persons camps, status of the Slovene minority in Austria, the Slovenske Demokratske Stranke, and Slovene émigré politics. Includes photocopies of United States Department of State documents relating to Slovenes in Austria, released under freedom of information legislation; some materials written by and collected by Vladislav Bevc, son of Ladislav Bevc; and a study by Rozina Svent on Slovenes in Austria.
Notes: Slovene politician; chairman, Slovenske Demokratske Stranke; émigré in the United States.
Notes: In Slovene and English.

Bilderback, William Winch, 1937-
Physical Description: 1 item (1 ms. box)
Notes: Ph.D. dissertation, University of Washington.
Summary: Relates to the response of the American Communist Party to World War II.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: May not be quoted without the author's permission.

Blagoev, Dimitur, 1856-1924.
Title: Writings, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Notes: Bulgarian communist leader.
Notes: English translation from Bulgarian.

Bohannan, Charles T. R.
Title: Papers, 1915-1985.
Physical Description: 31 ms. boxes, 3 oversize boxes, 1 card file box, 1 motion picture film reel.
Summary: Correspondence, reports, writings, memoranda, manuals, minutes of meetings, printed matter, microfilm, and photographs, relating to counter-guerrilla military operations, especially in the Philippines (1947-1965), Vietnam (1961-1970), elsewhere in southeast Asia, and Colombia (1959-1960); the Allied occupation government in Japan; and communism, especially in the United States.
Notes: Lieutenant colonel, United States Army; Rand Corporation consultant; counter-guerrilla expert.
Notes: Mainly in English.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Papers, 1878-2001 (bulk 1910-1995)
Physical Description: 29 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, radio scripts, identification documents, biographical data, printed matter, sound recordings, and photographs, relating to the settlement of displaced persons at the end of World War II, Russian emigre affairs, communism and conditions in the Soviet Union, and activities of the Narodno-Trudovoi Soiuz and other anti-communist organizations.
Notes: In English and Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Bolshevik Leninist Party of India.
Title: Bulletin, 1947.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Includes draft resolution by the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Leninist Party of India, relating to the political situation in India.
Title: Excerpts from the Brazilian constitution and legal code, 1947.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Measures that the Brazilian Communist Party was accused of violating.
Notes: In Portuguese.

Title: Collection, 1938-1949.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Letters, reports, and memoranda, relating to the political and economic situation in Germany and in Eastern Europe, primarily from 1945-1949, the Nuremberg war crime trials, and communism in Germany after World War II.
Notes: In German.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Title: Reuben Bromstein papers, 1951-2012.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes, 7 oversize boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, printed matter, photographs and memorabilia, relating to communist youth activities in Canada and especially to the 3rd World Festival of Youth and Students for Peace and Friendship in East Berlin in 1951.
Notes: Canadian communist youth leader.
Indexes: Inventory.

Title: Papers, 1943-1984.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
 Physical Description: 41 ms. boxes, 2 envelopes.
Summary: Memoirs, other writings, correspondence, and printed matter, relating to American politics, especially during the 1950s; Senator
Joseph McCarthy; and American communism. Includes some papers, including memoirs, of Constantine Brown, journalist and husband of E. C. Brown. Also includes some letters and writings of Earl Browder.
Notes: American journalist.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Papers, 1920-2003.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes, 10 envelopes, 5 motion picture film reels, 2 videotape cassettes, 14 slides, 6 phonotape cassettes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, police reports, printed matter, motion picture film, still photographs, and slides, relating to Leon Trotsky and Trotskyism, especially in China and the United States, to the Trotskyist C. Frank Glass, and to Rayna Prohme, revolutionary American journalist in China. Includes film and photographs of Leon Trotsky and members of his entourage in Coyoacan, Mexico, 1939-1940, Shanghai and other areas of China, ca. 1934-1939, including scenes of the bombing of Shanghai, 1937, and executions of leftists in China, ca. 1927-1932; and a sound recording of a telephone address to followers in the United States made by Trotsky from Mexico in 1938. Video copies of selected items also available.
Notes: American engineer and photographer; resident of China, 1933-1939; guard for Leon Trotsky, Coyoacan, Mexico, 1939-1940.

Burnham, James, 1905-1987.
Title: Papers, 1928-1983.
Physical Description: 12 ms. boxes, 1 envelope.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, notes, memoranda, and printed matter, relating to communism in the United States and abroad, the Congress for Cultural Freedom and other anti-communist movements in the United States and abroad, political conditions in the United States and the world, and conservative political thought.
Indexes: Register.

Campbell, William Peyton, 1896-
Title: William Peyton Campbell papers, 1933-1981.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Speeches and writings, and biographical data, relating mainly to the Cold War.
Note: Brigadier general, United States Army; assistant chief of finance, 1951-1953.

Caranfil, Nicolae George, 1893-1978.
Title: Papers, 1914-1970.
Physical Description: 8 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, reports, printed matter, diaries, maps, photographs, and memorabilia, relating to Romania in World Wars I


Centro de Documentación e Investigación de la Cultura de Izquierdas en la Argentina, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Note: In Spanish.


Chen, Duxiu, 1879-1942. Title: Appeal, 1933. Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder) Summary: Protest to the Jiangsu High Court, relating to the arrest of Chen Duxiu by the Kuomintang government for treasonable activities in 1932. Notes: Chinese communist leader. Notes: English translation from Chinese.


Citizens Committee for a Free Cuba (U.S.) Title: Records, 1962-1974. Related e-resource: Finding aid http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution Physical Description: 58 ms. boxes. Summary: Clippings, newsletters, press releases, reports, conference papers, speeches, and printed matter, relating primarily to the political, economic, and social effects of communism in Cuba, communist subversion in Latin America, American foreign policy toward Cuba, and
activities of the Cuban emigre community.
Notes: Anti-communist organization founded in the United States to disseminate information about communism in Cuba and other Latin American countries.

Comitetul National Roman.
Title: Records, 1945-1975.
Physical Description: 27 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, minutes of meetings, reports, financial records, printed matter, press releases, speeches, and writings, relating to communism in Romania, anti-communist emigre activities, the Assembly of Captive European Nations, the National Committee for a Free Europe, and the Free Europe Committee.
Notes: Anti-communist Romanian emigre organization.
Notes: In Romanian and English.
Indexes: Register.

Committee for the Free World.
Physical Description: 89 ms. boxes, 4 oversize boxes, 4 card file boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, conference proceedings, bulletins, press releases, financial records, booklets, phonotapes, and videotapes, relating to American foreign and domestic policy, the moral and intellectual climate in the Western world, relations between the United States and Europe and the Soviet Union, and international communism and anti-communist movements.
Notes: International anti-communist organization advocating defense of Western values and freedom.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Committee of One Million.
Title: Sound recordings, n.d.
Physical Description: 3 phonorecords.
Notes: Phonorecords closed. Phonotape use copies available.

Communist International.
Title: Instructions, 1921-1922.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Transcripts of instructions from the Communist International and the Red International of Labor Unions to their Central European offices, 1921, relating to organization and activities; and photocopy of instructions from the Executive Committee of the Communist International to the Communist Party of the United States, 1922, relating to tactics.
Notes: Transcript and photocopy.
Notes: In English and German.
Indexes: Inventory.

Communist Party of Canada.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Circular letters, memoranda, speech, and notes, relating to factional disputes within the Communist Party of Canada over the future direction of the party.
Includes some clippings from press coverage of the disputes.
Notes: Photocopy.
Communist Party of Great Britain.
Title: Dockers! Defend your own interests! : printed, ca. 1939.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Leaflet calling for wage increases for British dock workers and the immediate end of British participation in the war.

Communist Party of India.
Title: Struggle for people's democracy and socialism : some questions of strategy and tactics : typescript, 1949.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Relates to the communist movement in India. Published in The Communist, June-July 1949.
Notes: Typed transcript.

Communist Party of South Africa.
Title: Issuances, 1937-1943.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Pamphlets and leaflets, relating to political conditions, race relations, and the labor movement in South Africa, and to the South African role in World War II. Includes some material issued by other leftist South African organizations.
Notes: In English and Afrikaans.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Communist Party of the United States of America.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Pamphlets, leaflets, serial issues, convention resolutions and reports, and internal discussion material, relating to activities of the Communist Party and to its analysis of political conditions in the United States and world affairs. Includes transcripts and sound recordings of speeches, 1988-1991, by Gus Hall, national chairman of the Communist Party.

Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Sound recordings and video tape of proceedings, relating to Radio Liberty and Radio Free Europe broadcasting to the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Conference Sponsored by the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace and the Cold War International History Project of the Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars.

Title: Papers, 1931-1980.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, diaries, minutes, radio broadcast transcripts, memoranda, and phonotapes, relating to communism in Romania, Romanian emigre politics, the Assembly of Captive European Nations, and Radio Free Europe.
Notes: Romanian diplomat; minister-counsellor to Great Britain, 1946-1947.
Notes: In Romanian and English.
Indexes: Inventory.

Cooper, Merian C.
Title: Merian C. Cooper papers, 1917-1958.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, and memorabilia, relating to operations of the American Relief Administration and the United States Food Administration in Poland, the Kosciuszko Squadron during the Polish-Russian wars, 1919-1921, General Douglas MacArthur, Lieutenant General Claire Chennault, American
defense policy, air power, and communist strategy.
Note: Brigadier general, United States Air Force; pilot with the Kosciuszko Squadron in Poland, 1919–1921; chief of staff, China Air Task Force, 1942.
Indexes: Inventory.

Title: Papers, 1936–1985.
Physical Description: 85 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, dispatches, memoranda, reports, press releases, speeches and writings, conference proceedings, financial records, and printed matter, relating to Romanian diplomacy during World War II; discussion of Romania at the Paris Peace Conference of 1946; Romanian and other Eastern European emigre affairs; postwar anti-communist movements, especially the Assembly of Captive European Nations and the Truth about Romania Committee; and the status of human rights in Romania and elsewhere in Eastern Europe.
Notes: Romanian diplomat; charge d'affaires to the United States, 1940–1941, and to Portugal, 1944–1946; secretary general, Assembly of Captive European Nations, 1954–1965.
Notes: In Romanian, English and French.
Indexes: Register.

Crozier, Brian.
Title: Papers, 1936–1993.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes, 1 envelope.
Summary: Writings, correspendence, memoranda, book reviews, and printed matter, relating to the Cold War and world politics since World War II, international communism, terrorism, espionage and insurgency movements, and the Institute for the Study of Conflict. Also available on microfilm (11 reels).
Indexes: Register.

Cuban Freedom Committee.
Title: Cuban Freedom Committee records, 1958–1982.
Physical Description: 70 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches, reports, radio broadcast transcripts, financial records, press releases, sound recordings, clippings, and other printed matter, relating to communism, political conditions and civil rights in Cuba, Cuban influence elsewhere in Latin America, and Cubans in exile in the United States, And especially to broadcasting

Cotner, Robert A.
Title: Writings, 1959.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Two essays, entitled The Nature of Marxian Communism, and Some Thoughts Regarding Communism and the World Situation.
Notes: American Relief Administration worker.
activities of Free Cuba Radio from the United States to Cuba. Includes a few later papers of Mariada C. Arensberg (later Bourgin), executive secretary of the Cuban Freedom Committee.
Note: Anti-communist organization based in Washington, D.C.
Note: In English and Spanish.
Indexes: Inventory.

Curtiss, Charles, 1908-
Title: Charles Curtiss papers, 1938-1987.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, notes, minutes, reports, resolutions, and printed matter, relating to internal divisions within the Mexican section of the Fourth International, Fourth International activities elsewhere, relations between Leon Trotsky and Diego Rivera, and theoretical debates in Trotskyist and social democratic circles.
Note: American Trotskyist and subsequently socialist; Fourth International representative, Mexico, 1938-1939.
Note: In English and Spanish.
Indexes: Inventory.

Dakin, H. S.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, serial issues, bulletins, newsletters, pamphlets, and other printed matter, relating to the status of religious freedom in the Soviet Union and other communist countries, and to dissidents in the Soviet Union and other communist countries. Includes drafts of documentary publications of the Christian Committee for the Defense of Believers' Rights in the USSR and of the Washington Research Center.
Notes: American publisher.
Notes: In English and Russian.

Dalen, Ebba, collector.
Title: Miscellany, ca. 1945-1949.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Propaganda leaflets distributed by the Finnish leaflets.
Note: In Finnish.

Dallin, Alexander.
Title: Papers, 1928-2000.
Physical Description: 361 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 1 envelope, 1 microfilm reel.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, memoranda, reports, orders, interview transcripts, notes, conference papers, printed matter, and photographs, relating to international communism; Joseph Stalin, Georgi Dimitrov and the Communist International; the history, political and social systems and foreign policy of the Soviet Union; the German occupation of areas of the Soviet Union during World War II, and the Vlasov movement; the KAL 007 airplane incident; and Soviet arms control negotiations.
Notes: American historian and political scientist.
Notes: In English, German and Russian.
Indexes: Register.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Darling, Ernest William, 1905-
Title: Papers, 1917-1960.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, memoranda, reports, pamphlets, leaflets, and clippings, relating to the communist movement, political conditions, labor, and housing in Great Britain.
Notes: British communist leader, 1932-1946.
Indexes: Register.

Degras, Jane Tabrisky, 1905-
Title: Revisiting the Comintern: typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 23 p. (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the history and organization of the Communist International.
Notes: Photocopy.

Di Tella, Torcuato S., 1929-
Title: Collection, 1901-1989.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Serial issues and pamphlets published by Peronist, socialist, communist, anarchist and trade union organizations in Argentina, relating to political and economic conditions in Argentina.
Notes: In part, microfilm.
Notes: In part, originals in possession of: T. S. di Tella.
Notes: In Spanish.

Diamant, David, collector.
Title: Collection, 1942-1944.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Clandestine serial issues, leaflets, flyers, and reports, issued by French resistance groups, the Parti Communiste Francais, and various French Jewish and Jewish communist organizations, relating to conditions in France during World War II, especially prison conditions, conditions of Jews, and the French resistance movement.
Notes: In French and Yiddish.

Diggins, John P.
Title: Letters received, 1969-1989.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Letters by the American philosopher Sidney Hook and the American journalist and author James Burnham, relating primarily to the influence of Marxism on various American intellectuals.
Notes: American historian.

Dimitrov, G. M. (Georgi Mikhov), 1903-1972.
Title: Writings, n.d.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Memoirs relating to Bulgaria and Bulgarian emigre politics, and unpublished articles, relating to the Bulgarian Agrarian Union between World Wars I and II, world agriculture, and agriculture in the Soviet Union.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: May not be quoted without written permission of Charles A. Moser.
Notes: Bulgarian emigre politician; secretary-general, International Peasant Union; president, Bulgarian National Committee.
Notes: In Bulgarian.
Indexes: Register.

Djilas, Milovan, 1911-1995.
Title: Milovan Djilas papers, 1931-1989.
Physical Description: 49 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Writings, translations, correspondence, printed matter and photographs, relating to communism, communism in Yugoslavia, and President Josip Broz Tito.
Note: Yugoslav communist leader; subsequently dissident.
Dobriansky, Lev E.
Title: Lev E. Dobriansky papers, 1959-1983.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 10 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, messages, pamphlets, programs, proclamations, reports, resolutions, and clippings, relating to American foreign policy, the National Captive Nations Committee, the Ukrainian Catholic Church, China and Mao Zedong. Note: Ukrainian-American economist and author; chairman, National Captive Nations Committee. Indexes: Register.

Donohoe, Christine, collector.
Title: Miscellany, 1931-1960.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Publications, mostly anti-communist, relating to communism in the United States and Spain.

Drachkovitch, Milorad M.
Title: Milorad M. Drachkovitch papers, 1909-2004.
Physical Description: 187 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 1 phonotape cassette, 1 framed photograph.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, notes, and printed matter, relating to international communism, political conditions and civil rights in Yugoslavia, and politics in the United States.
Note: Serbian-American political scientist.
Note: In English and Serbo-Croatian.

Dragnich, Alex N.
Title: Alex N. Dragnich papers, 1859-2008.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 80 ms. boxes, 2 envelopes, 1 phonotape reel.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, reports, studies, memoranda, legal and government documents, diaries, newspapers, photographs, and sound recording, relating to the history, politics, and government of Serbia and Yugoslavia, relations between Croatia and Serbia, activities of the Hrvatski Domobran in the United States, the communist party of Yugoslavia, the trial of Draža Mihailović, and Serbian émigré affairs.
Note: American political scientist; senior propaganda analyst, United States Department of Justice, 1942-1944; research analyst, United States Office of Strategic Services, 1944-1945; cultural attaché and public affairs officer, United States Embassy in Yugoslavia, 1947-1950.
Note: In English and Serbo-Croatian. Indexes: Register.

Draper, Theodore, 1912-
Title: Papers, 1912-1966.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 37 ms. boxes, 1 phonotape reel.
Summary: Correspondence, clippings, pamphlets, newspaper issues, and congressional hearings, relating to the revolution led by Fidel Castro in Cuba, political, social, and economic conditions in Cuba, the 1965 crisis and American intervention in the Dominican Republic, and the Communist Party of the United States.
Notes: American historian and author. Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Drenikoff, Kyriil.
Title: Papers, 1849-2007.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 223 ms. boxes, 42 oversize boxes, 1 cu. ft. box, 14 card file boxes, 7 slide boxes, 2 oversize folders, 2 motion picture film reels, 22 phonotape cassettes, 1
videotape cassette, 106 phonorecords, 1 microfilm reel, memorabilia.

Summary: Correspondence, writings, conference proceedings, reports, bulletins, serial issues, clippings, other printed matter, photographs, maps, other pictorial materials, and memorabilia, relating to the history and culture of Bulgaria, activities of the post-World War II Bulgarian emigre community, and activities of the World Anti-Communist League, the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations and other anti-communist organizations. Includes diaries of Georgi Drenikov, father of K. Drenikoff, and commander of the Bulgarian air force during World War II. Also available on microfilm (209 reels).

Notes: Counsellor to King Simeon II of Bulgaria; representative of the Bulgarian Liberation Movement to the World Anti-Communist League; president, Bulgarian League for Human Rights.

Indexes: Register.

Dresser, Robert B.
Title: Papers, 1941-1967.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Correspondence, public addresses, leaflets, and writings, relating to American relations with Vietnam, Cuba, and Panama, the Korean War, communism, tax laws, civil rights, armaments, and the United Nations.
Notes: American lawyer.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Dunlop, John B., collector.
Physical Description: 226 cu. ft. boxes, 1 card file box.
Summary: Clippings and other printed matter, relating to the disintegration of the Soviet Union, and to political conditions in post-Soviet Russia. Includes a 1968 official Soviet report (incomplete), summarizing results of the investigation of the Vserossiĭskiĭ sotsial-khristianskiĭ soluz osvobozhdeniia naroda, an anti-communist revolutionary organization in the Soviet Union.

Note: Stored offsite. Two days notice required for use.
Note: In Russian and English.
Indexes: Inventory.

Title: Elbridge Durbrow papers, 1926-1996.
Physical Description: 71 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs, interview transcripts, speeches and writings, correspondence, reports, clippings, press summaries, and other printed matter, relating to world politics since World War II, the Cold War, Soviet-American relations, the Soviet economic system, diplomatic negotiations during the Vietnam War, and the Security and Intelligence Foundation. Most of the material is from the period of Durbrow's retirement.
Indexes: Inventory.

Echeverria Martinez, Rodolfo, collector.
Title: Collection, 1911-1986.
Physical Description: 34 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 1 phonotape reel.
Summary: Reports, correspondence, minutes, conference proceedings,
resolutions, speeches, pamphlets, discussion bulletins, newsletters, and printed matter, relating to activities of the Partido Comunista Mexicano from its formation in 1919 until its merger with other parties in 1981, including electoral, trade union, student and other activities, and activities both at the national level and within various states.

Notes: In Spanish.
Indexes: Register.

Eckhardt, Tibor, b.1888.
Title: Papers, 1921–1972.
Physical Description: 24 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, notes, memoranda, clippings and other printed matter, relating to twentieth-century Hungarian politics, anti-communist movements in the United States, and Hungarian emigre politics.
Notes: Hungarian politician; delegate to the League of Nations, 1934–1935; emigre in the United States after 1941.
Notes: In Hungarian and English.
Indexes: Register.

Egbert, Donald Drew, 1902–
Title: Communism, radicalism and the arts : American developments in relation to the background in Western Europe and in Russia from the seventeenth century to 1959 : typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (2 ms. boxes)
Summary: Relates to the effects of Marxism and communism on American art, and the relationships between works of art and the social, economic, and political beliefs of the artists who produced them, 1680–1959. A revised version of this study was published under the title Socialism and American Art in the Light of European Utopianism, Marxism and Anarchism (Princeton, 1967).
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: American historian.

Elieel, Paul, 1889–
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1938.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Correspondence, pamphlets, propaganda materials, and newspaper clippings, relating to labor legislation, unionism, and communism in California during 1938.
Notes: Director, Division of Industrial Relations, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University.

Emmet, Christopher Temple, 1900–1974.
Title: Papers, 1913–1974.
Physical Description: 126 ms. boxes, 5 cu. ft. boxes, 9 envelopes, 33 phonorecords.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, reports, press releases, writings, recordings of radio broadcasts, and photographs, relating to anti-Nazi and anti-communist movements in the United States, American foreign policy during the Cold War, and American-German relations.
Notes: Chairman, American Friends of the Captive Nations; executive vice president, American Council on Germany; officer and organizer of other anti-Nazi and anti-communist organizations.
Indexes: Register.

Epstein, Julius, 1901–
Title: Papers, 1939–1975.
Physical Description: 194 ms. boxes, 16 oversize boxes, 1 envelope.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, clippings, photographs, and printed matter, relating to World War II, communism, forced repatriation of Russian prisoners to the Soviet Union following World War II, the Katyn forest massacre, unreported deaths of Soviet cosmonauts, and the efforts of J. Epstein to obtain restricted
government documents on these subjects.
Notes: American journalist and author.
Indexes: Register.

Ervin, Charles Wesley, collector.
Title: Charles Wesley Irvin Collection, 1927-1973.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes, 1 microfilm box.
Summary: Internal bulletins, minutes, other internal documents, pamphlets, and serial issues, issued by Trotskyist organizations in India, Sri Lanka, the United States and elsewhere, and by the International Secretariat of the Fourth International, relating to international Trotskyism. Includes some minutes of the Workers (Communist) Party of the United States, and computer disks.
Notes: Mainly English (some French and German).
Indexes: Register.

Evdokimov, Rostislav, 1950-
Title: Rostislav Evdokimov papers, 1987-2000.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes. 1 phonotape reel.
Summary: Sound recording of memorial services at the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, and at Harvard University, for Jean van Heijenoort, mathematician and former secretary to Leon Trotsky.

Evdokimov, Rostislav, 1950-
Title: Rostislav Evdokimov papers, 1987-2000.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes. 1 phonotape reel.
Summary: Sound recording of memorial services at the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, and at Harvard University, for Jean van Heijenoort, mathematician and former secretary to Leon Trotsky.

Peely, Raymond Thomas, 1895-
Title: Papers, 1912-1962.
Physical Description: 12 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches, reports, notes, leaflets, bulletins, pamphlets, and serial issues, relating to communism and anti-communist movements in the United States, especially in California.
Notes: American Jesuit political scientist; academic vice president, University of San Francisco, 1950-1956.

Peferman, Anita, collector.
Title: Memorial service proceedings, 1986.
Physical Description: 1 phonotape reel.
Summary: Sound recording of memorial services at the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, and at Harvard University, for Jean van Heijenoort, mathematician and former secretary to Leon Trotsky.

Field, Herbert Haviland, 1868-1921.
Title: Papers, 1919.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Diary and reports, relating to political and economic conditions in Bavaria, 1919 January-March.
Notes: Typed transcript.
Notes: Member of the United States delegation to the Paris Peace Conference, 1919.

Forster, Clifford.
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1946-1979.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, and clippings, relating to the Russian-Belgian revolutionary and
writer Victor Serge. Includes correspondence with Serge.
Notes: American lawyer and publicist.
Notes: In English and French.

France. Direction de la Surete Generale.
Title: Miscellaneous records, 1910-1929.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Reports, memoranda, communiques, and clippings, relating to the formation of the Romanian Communist Party, socialist and communist activities in Romania, and activities of Romanian socialists and communists in France.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: French national office of criminal investigation.
Notes: In French.

Franco, Avenol.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, notes, pamphlets, leaflets, serial issues, other printed matter, printing plates, sound recordings, and photographs, relating to conditions in Cuba under Fidel Castro, anti-communist Cuban emigres, publication in New York City of the anti-communist journal El Amigo del Pueblo for clandestine distribution in Cuba, and anti-communist radio broadcasting from Venezuela to Cuba.
Notes: Cuban emigre in the United States; editor, El Amigo del Pueblo.
Notes: Mainly in Spanish.

Franz, Rudolf, collector.
Title: Collection, 1914-1924.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Leaflets, proclamations, political campaign literature, war news announcements, and pamphlets, relating to events of World War I, the Spartacist revolt, the Kapp putsch in Germany, German nationalism, antisemitism, and German and Austrian politics.
Notes: In German.

Free Trade Union Institute.
Title: Report to the National Endowment for Democracy Board on programs funded in France by the Free Trade Union Institute: typescript, 1986.
Physical Description: 1 item (54 p., appendices) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to funding of organizations opposing communist influence in trade unions in France.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Organization affiliated with the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations.

Freeman, Joseph, 1897-1965.
Title: Papers, 1904-1966.
Physical Description: 187 ms. boxes, 3 card file boxes, 1 oversize box, 1 slide box, 1 album box, 40 envelopes, 2 phonorecords.
Notes: Box 191 closed. Use copies available.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, clippings, printed matter, notes, and photographs, relating to the relation between communism and art and
literature, and to communism in the United States, Mexico, and the Soviet Union.

Frejlich, Jozef, collector.
Physical Description: 81 ms. boxes, 1 oversize folder. Summary: Writings, correspondence, bulletins, press releases, serial issues, pamphlets, and other printed matter, relating to Polish history and politics, socialism in Poland, Poland during World War II, the Yalta Conference, Poles in the United States and Canada, anti-communist movements, and the Russian Orthodox Church. Includes some correspondence of J. Frejlich and newspaper articles written by him. Indexes: Register.

Physical Description: 104 ms. boxes, 17 microfilm reels, 8 phonotape reels, 9 phonotape cassettes, 13 videotape cassettes. Summary: Pamphlets, leaflets, clippings, serial issues, election campaign literature, and other printed matter, relating to political, social and economic conditions in France, especially during the Fifth Republic; elections; socialist and communist movements; radicalism, especially student radicalism, during the events of 1968; freemasonry; and miscellaneous aspects of pre-twentieth-century French history. Note: In French. Indexes: Register.

Physical Description: 8 ms. boxes, 9 card file boxes. Summary: Sound recordings and transcripts of interviews of East German government and Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands leaders, and East German dissidents, relating to political processes and policymaking in East Germany from 1945 to 1990. Project directed by A. James McAdams, and sponsored by the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace and other organizations. Notes: Photocopying limited to two pages per transcript without permission of Archivist. Notes: In German. Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Gabensky, Dora, 1905- Title: Papers, 1939-1992. Physical Description: 65 ms. boxes, 4 oversize boxes. Summary: Correspondence, bulletins, newsletters, reports, pamphlets, serial issues, certificates, and photographs, relating to Bulgarian literature and culture; Bulgarian emigre activities; activities of various anti-communist organizations, including the Bulgarian National Front, the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations, and the Assembly of Captive European Nations; and political participation of Bulgarian and other ethnic Americans in the Republican Party through the National Republican Heritage Groups (Nationalities) Council. Notes: Bulgarian-American writer and journalist; founder, Association of Bulgarian Artists and Writers in Exile, 1959; editor, Luch, 1960- ; executive director, Bulgarian National Council, 1960-1965. Notes: In Bulgarian and English.
Related e-resource: Finding aid  
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution

Physical Description: 8 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 1 card file box, 1 oversize folder, 8 motion picture film reels.  
Summary: Propaganda leaflets, letters, reports, photographs, maps, motion picture film, and miscellanea, relating to Office of War Information analysis of Japanese propaganda, and preparation of American propaganda during World War II. Includes a few examples of postwar American anti-communist propaganda.  
Note: Information and public relations officer, San Francisco office, United States Office of War Information, 1942-1945.  
Indexes: Register.

Gallois, Pierre Marie, 1911-  
Title: Pierre Marie Gallois speeches and writings, 1945-1996.  
Related e-resource: Finding aid  
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution

Physical Description: 29 ms. boxes.  
Summary: Books, articles, and lectures, relating to aviation, nuclear weapons, French defense policy, the Cold War, collective security, and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.  
Note: Brigadier general, French air force.  
Note: Mainly in French.  
Indexes: Register.

Gankin, Olga (Hess)  
Title: Writings, 1940.  
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.  
Notes: Research associate, Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace.

Garrett, James J., collector.  
Title: James J. Garrett collection, 1941-2006.  
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 1 cu. ft. box.  
Summary: Letters, writings, printed matter, photographs, memorabilia, and miscellany, relating to conditions in Germany during and after World War II, control of the border between West Germany and East Germany, and Cold War propaganda in Germany.  
Note: In German.

Title: Papers, 1897-1980.  
Related e-resource: Finding aid  
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution

Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.  
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, memoranda, minutes, and printed matter, relating to mission schools in China, the life of the American missionary Henry W. Luce, communism in China, and post-
World War II relief to China and refugees from China.
Notes: American educator; missionary in China, 1922-1926; official of various China relief agencies.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Gauld, Charles Anderson, 1911-
Title: Papers, 1932-1968.
Physical Description: 18 ms. boxes.
Summary: Clippings, correspondence, pamphlets, and serial issues, relating to political, social, and economic conditions in Latin America, especially Brazil, to Latin America's role in World War II, to the Castro regime in Cuba, and to problems of birth control, food production, communism, and religion in Latin America.
Notes: American historian and author.
Notes: In English, Portuguese and Spanish.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Title: Papers, 1928-1985.
Physical Description: 48 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, minutes, internal bulletins, other internal party documents, serial issues, and pamphlets, relating to socialist and communist movements in the United States, especially the Socialist Workers Party, and to activities of Trotskyist groups abroad.
Indexes: Register.

Genkin, E.
Title: A few words about Mongolia : typescript, 1924.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the development of the communist movement in Mongolia. Original report published in Tretii S'ezd Mongolskoi Narodnoi Partii, 1924.
Notes: English translation from Russian.

Georgian subject collection, 1902-2013.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes, 5 oversize boxes.
Summary: Election campaign literature, press releases, political protocols, copies of police records, serial issues, other printed matter, videotape cassettes, compact disk, and memorabilia, relating to various aspects of Georgian history, including revolutionary movements, the Russian Revolution, the period leading up to establishment of Georgian independence in 1991, post-independence politics and elections, the history of and political movements in Ajaria, and independence movements in South Ossetia.
Note: In Russian and Georgian.
Indexes: Register.

German pictorial collection, 1890-1999.
Physical Description: 44 envelopes, 1 oversize folder, 3 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 8 slide boxes.
Summary: Photographs, postcards, and slides, depicting various political, military, and naval scenes in Germany, including communist rallies in the 1920s, the Berlin blockade of 1948-1949, and various prominent German personalities, including East German head of state Walter Ulbricht.

German subject collection, 1873-2011.
Physical Description: 141 ms. boxes, 1 cu. ft. box, 22 oversize boxes, 21 videotape cassettes, 6 phonotape cassettes, 2 phonotape reels, 1 phonorecord, memorabilia.
Summary: Pamphlets, leaflets, serial
issues, election campaign
literature, other printed matter,
reports, memoranda, letters,
depositions, and miscellany, relating
to political, social and economic
conditions in Germany, primarily
since the German Revolution of 1918,
and relating especially to the Weimar
period, post-World War II West German
elections and student radicalism,
the end of the communist regime in
East Germany in 1989, the
reunification of Germany in 1990, and
post-reunification elections.
Note: In German.
Indexes: Register.

Germany. Geheime Staatspolizei.
Title: Reports, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Relates to agitation
activities, particularly anti-
militarist activities, of the
Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands
between the two world wars, and to
communist anti-Nazi activities in
Germany and German-occupied areas in
the latter half of 1941.
Notes: In German.

Gesamtverband deutscher
antikommunistischer Vereinigungen.
Title: Records, 1933-1944.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 221 ms. boxes,
1 card file box, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Writings, reports, and
clippings, relating to the
international communist movement and
to Jews.
Notes: German governmental anti-
communist and anti-Semitic propaganda
agency.
Notes: In German.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Gitlow, Benjamin, 1891-1965.
Title: Papers, 1918-1963.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 18 ms. boxes, 1
envelope.
Summary: Writings, correspondence,
minutes of meetings, clippings, and
other printed matter, relating to
communism and socialism in the United
States and Europe.
Notes: American communist leader;
later anti-communist writer.
Indexes: Register.

Glass, C. Frank (Cecil Frank), 1901-
Title: C. Frank Glass papers, 1913-
1987.
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 3 microfilm
reels.
Summary: Writings and correspondence,
relating to political conditions in
the Soviet Union and to anti-
communist movements in the United
States.
Notes: Microfilm.
Notes: Originals in: Museum of
Russian Culture, San Francisco.
Notes: Russian emigre in the United
States.
Notes: In Russian and English.
Indexes: Register.

Glink, Ermil, pseud.
Title: Papers, 1950-1967.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Title: Albert Glotzer papers, 1919-1999.
Physical Description: 67 ms. boxes, 6 envelopes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, minutes, internal bulletins and other internal party documents, legal documents, and printed matter, relating to Leon Trotsky; the development of American Trotskyism from 1928 until the split in the Socialist Workers Party in 1940; the development of the Workers Party and its successor, the Independent Socialist League, from that time until its merger with the Socialist Party in 1958; Trotskyism abroad; the Dewey Commission hearings of 1937; legal efforts of the Independent Socialist League to secure its removal from the Attorney General's list of subversive organizations; and the political development of the Socialist Party and its successor, Social Democrats, U.S.A., after 1958.
Note: American Trotskyist and subsequently social democratic leader; official recorder, Commission of Inquiry into the Charges Made Against Leon Trotsky in the Moscow Trials, Mexico City, 1937.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Władysław Gomułka miscellaneous papers, 1950-1983.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Photocopy of memoirs; original letters and notes; police interrogation files; interview transcripts of associates of Gomułka; and photographs; relating to communism in Poland and political conditions in Poland.
Note: Polish communist leader; general secretary, Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza, 1956-1970.
Note: In Polish.

Gontarz, Ryszard, 1930-, collector.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes.
Summary: Photocopies of Polish government and communist party documents, minutes, bulletins, reports, circulated material, and printed matter, relating to political conditions and secret service activities in Poland during the communist era.
Note: In Polish.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Physical Description: 1 v. (187 p.) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the Italian communist theoretician Antonio Gramsci. Includes accompanying phonotape cassette.
Notes: In Italian.

Guttmann, Ketty.
Title: Los von Moskau! : Erlenbnisse einer Kommunistin : typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the disillusionment of K. Guttmann with Soviet rule in Russia.
Notes: German communist.
Notes: In German.

Physical Description: 1 item (1 ms. box)
Summary: Relates to the influence of anarchist and Marxist theories on the Russian and Chinese Revolutions, and on revolutionary movements throughout the world.
Notes: May not be published without permission of S. P. Halbrook.

Half a Century of Communist Cadre Training (Conference: 1969: University of South Carolina)
Physical Description: 18 ms. boxes.
Summary: Transcripts of proceedings, and correspondence, memoranda, and conference papers, preparatory to and resulting from the conference, relating to international communist party cadre selection and leadership training.
Note: Academic conference convened under the direction of Richard L. Walker and Darrel W. Lundquist.
Note: Mainly in English.
Indexes: Register.

Hanquet, Emmanuel.
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1946.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Reports and agreements, relating to relief work and communist influence in the Border Region of China.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Field surveyor, Shansi-Suiyuan-Chahar area, China, United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration.

Title: Papers, 1887-1980.
Physical Description: 109 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 3 envelopes, 1 phonotape cassette.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, notes, minutes, reports, internal bulletins, resolutions, theses, printed matter, sound recording, and photographs, relating to Leon Trotsky, activities of the Socialist Workers Party in the United States, and activities of the Fourth International in Latin America, Western Europe and elsewhere. Also available on microfilm (64 reels).
Indexes: Register.

Hanwell, Norman David, 1909-1941.
Title: Norman David Hanwell papers, 1931-1961.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, notes, and printed matter, relating to political and social conditions in China during the 1930s, the communist movement in China in the 1930s, and the Sino-Japanese War.
Note: American political scientist.
Indexes: Inventory.

Happe, Kurt Gustav.
Title: Memoir, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 folder (46 pages).
Summary: Relates to Chinese communist forces during World War II. Includes biographical data and photographs.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Lieutenant colonel, United States Army; member, Observer Mission with Chinese communist forces, Yenan, China, 1945.

Hayama, Yoshiki, 1894-1945.
Title: The fight for the general line in the Japanese Communist Party: typescript, 1934.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the history of, and current situation in, the Japanese Communist Party. Original article published in Sovremennaja IAPONIJA (Present Day Japan), edited by P. Mif and G. Voitinsky (Moscow, 1934)
Notes: English translation from Russian.

Heisler, Ivan C. F.
Title: Motion picture film, 1938.
Physical Description: 1 motion picture film reel.
Summary: Depicts Leon Trotsky, his wife and members of his entourage, and the artist Diego Rivera and his wife, in Coyoacan, Mexico. Includes original print, two reference prints, and video tape duplicate.
Notes: Reference print reels 1 and 2 and video tape only may be viewed.
Notes: May not be reproduced without permission of Karen E. Heisler and Karl F. Heisler.
Notes: American photographer.

Hollander, Paul, 1932-
Title: Paul Hollander papers, 1961-2008.
Physical Description: 16 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, curricular materials, conference papers, interview transcripts, and questionnaires, relating mainly to attitudes of American intellectuals toward communist countries and of American visitors to communist countries.
Note: Hungarian-American sociologist.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Sidney Hook papers, 1902-2009.
Physical Description: 197 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 2 envelopes, 5 phonorecords.
Note: Box 189 and Tapes 19-26 in Box 185 closed.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, lecture notes, printed matter, sound recordings, videotape, and photographs, relating to philosophy, Marxism, communism in the United States and elsewhere, the question of communists in the educational system, campus disturbances in the 1960s, the Congress for Cultural Freedom and other anti-communist movements, the thought of John Dewey, principles of education, the nature of academic freedom, and affirmative action programs. Sound use copy of one sound recording available. Video use copy of videotape available.
Note: American philosopher and author; founding member, Congress for Cultural Freedom, 1950.
Indexes: Register.

Horak, Jiri, 1924-2003.
Title: Jiri Horak papers, 1946-2006.
Physical Description: 74 ms. boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, reports, bulletins, printed matter, and photographs, relating to socialism in Czechoslovakia, anti-communist political movements, Czech émigré affairs, Radio Free Europe, the Socialist International, and post-1989 political conditions in Czechoslovakia.
Notes: Czechoslovak social democratic leader; émigré and political scientist in the United States; secretary-general, Council of Free

Hruby, Peter. Title: Dangerous dreamers : the Australian anti-democratic left : documentary evidence of Czechoslovak-Australian secret cooperation to make the country communist : typescript, 2001. Physical Description: 1 item (457 p.) (1 ms. box) Summary: Relates to the communist movement in Australia, and to interactions of Czechoslovak officials with the Communist Party of Australia. Notes: Czech historian; emigre in Australia.


Includes many issuances of Latvian Socialist and communist organizations prior to World War II.
Note: Mainly in Latvian.
Indexes: Register.

Indonesia. Special Military Tribunal.
Physical Description: 22 ms. boxes.
Summary: Relates to the trials of Indonesian communists and others implicated in the attempted coup of 1965, including Politbureau member Sudisman, Foreign Minister Subandrio, and Air Force Chief of Staff Omar Dhani.
Notes: In Indonesian.

Information Digest (Baltimore, Md.)
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Relates to activities of communist, radical and left-wing organizations and individuals in the United States. Includes miscellaneous issues of The International Reports: Early Warning, a related newsletter, and miscellaneous reports of the Maldon Institute, a related organization, 1993-1994, both analyzing world politics.
Notes: Conservative American newsletter.

Inlichtingsdienst der Deli Planters Vereeniging en Algemeene Vereeniging van Rubberplanters ter Oostkust van Sumatra.
Title: Bulletins, 1925-1929.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Relates to communist activities in Indonesia and elsewhere in the Far East.
Notes: Information Service of the Deli Planters Union and of the General Union of Rubber Planters of the East Coast of Sumatra.
Notes: In Dutch.

Physical Description: 86 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Note: Serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, bulletins, and newsletters, issued by Iranian political groups in exile, relating to political conditions in Iran.
Note: In Persian.
Indexes: Register.

Italy. Ministero dell'interno.
Direzione generale pubblica sicurezza.
Title: Records, 1902-1934.
Physical Description: 25 microfilm reels.
Notes: Joint microfilm project, Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace, and Centro studi e ricerche su problemi economico-sociali (CESES), Milan, 1969.
Summary: Correspondence and reports, relating to the communist and anarchist movements in Italy.
Notes: Microfilm.
Notes: Negative microfilm copy in: Centro studi e ricerche su problemi economico-sociali (CESES), Milan.
Notes: No copies may be made.
Notes: General Directorate of Public Safety of the Ministry of the Interior of Italy.
Notes: In Italian.
Indexes: Inventory.

Iuliu Maniu American Romanian Relief Foundation.
Title: Iuliu Maniu American Romanian Relief Foundation records, 1952-2009.
Physical Description: 10 ms. boxes.
Summary: Minutes, correspondence, speeches and writings, financial records, printed matter, and photographs, relating to Romanian émigré affairs, Romanian-American relations, and anti-communist movements in the United States. Includes some material relating to the Comitetul Național Român and the Assembly of Captive European Nations.
Note: Romanian-American welfare
Ivanov, Nicolay, collector.
Title: Collection, 1943-1984.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 5 ms. boxes
Summary: Newspaper and journal articles, bulletins, pamphlets, serial issues, and memoirs, relating to various armed resistance movements within the Soviet Union from 1918 to 1945 against the Soviet government. The bulk of the material relates to the Russkaia Osvoboditel'naia Armia led by General Andrei Vlasov during World War II.
Notes: In Russian.
Indexes: Inventory.

Title: Papers, 1925-1951.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, reports, and printed matter, relating to reconstruction in Korea after World War II, the Italian communist movement, the Philippine independence movement, and the Shanghai riot of May 30, 1925.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Japanese modern history manuscript collection, ca. 1868-1989.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 96 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes.
Summary: Manuscripts, ephemeral printed matter, and maps, relating to various aspects of Japanese history, including Nagano prefecture local government during the Meiji period; the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895; pre-World War II domestic affairs; the post-World War II American occupation; the International Military Tribunal for the Far East; adoption of a constitution; political conditions; elections; agriculture; communism; labor; public safety issues; Ryukyu issues; and the U.S.-Japan Security Treaty. Collected by The Hoover Institution East Asia Library.
Note: In Japanese.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Jezierska, Fanny, 1887-1945.
Title: Letters received, 1916-1939.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Five original and thirteen photocopies of letters by the German communist leader Klara Zetkin, 1916-1932, relating to the communist and feminist movements in Germany; three letters by the German socialist leader Franz Mehring and his wife Eva, 1918, relating to political conditions in Germany; one letter by the German physicist Albert Einstein, 1932, relating to requests for reprints of articles; one letter by the German socialist youth leader Willy Brandt, 1936, relating to proposed united front activities with the German communist youth; and five letters by the German socialist leader Georg Ledebour, 1936-1939, relating to the socialist movement.
Notes: Polish-German socialist; secretary to Rosa Luxemburg.
Notes: In German.

Jones, Evelyn Trent, 1892-1970,
See
Trent, Evelyn, 1892-1970
Jones, Howard Palfrey, 1899-
Title: Papers, 1930-1973.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 128 ms. boxes,
3 card file boxes, 3 cubic ft. boxes,
5 envelopes, 2 oversize boxes, 8
slide boxes, 2 motion picture film
reels, 12 phonotape reels.
Summary: Writings, correspondence,
reports, research files, studies, and
printed matter, relating to public
finance and postwar reconstruction in
Germany, 1945-1951, and to American
relations with Indonesia and other
areas of East Asia.
Notes: Director, Berlin Element for
United States High Commissioner for
Germany, 1950-1951; chief of mission,
United States Economic Aid Mission to
Indonesia, 1954-1955; deputy
assistant secretary of state for the
Far East, 1955-1958; ambassador to
Indexes: Register.

Jouvenel, Bertrand de, 1903-
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1940-
1979.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Letter to Gaston Bergery,
1940, relating to the Vichy regime in
France; and writings and lectures,
1973-1979, relating to structure and
ideology in political science, world
economic conditions, and Marxist
ideology.
Notes: Swiss political scientist.
Notes: In French.

Judd, Walter Henry, 1898-
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 273 ms. boxes,
24 oversize boxes, 25 envelopes, 10
motion picture film reels, 19
phonorecords.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and
writings, reports, memoranda,
minutes, statements, press releases,
notes, printed matter, and audio-
visual material, relating to American
domestic politics and foreign policy,
anti-communist movements, the Chinese
Civil War, American foreign policy
toward China, the question of United
States and United Nations recognition
of China, and aid to Chinese
refugees.
Notes: United States representative
from Minnesota, 1943-1963; founder,
Aid Refugee Chinese Intellectuals;
co-founder, Committee of One Million.
Indexes: Register.

KC PZPR.
Title: KC PZPR records, 1949-1989.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 17 ms. boxes,
110 microfilm reels.
Summary: Photocopies of minutes,
correspondence, reports, and
memoranda, relating to political
conditions in Poland, and to Polish
foreign and domestic policy.
Note: In part, microfilm.
Location of original: Originals in:
Archiwum Akt Nowych, Warsaw.
Note: Central committee of the Polish
communist party.
Note: In Polish.
Indexes: Inventory.

Kaplan, Karel, collector.
Title: Karel Kaplan collection, 1946-
1977.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Copies of selected minutes,
reports and memoranda of the
Czechoslovak government and
Czechoslovak communist party,
relating to Czechoslovak foreign
policy at the onset of the Cold War,
the communist party purge trials in
Czechoslovakia, reaction in
Czechoslovakia to the Soviet de-
Stalinization campaign, and the
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in
1968. Includes some published
writings by K. Kaplan based on these
documents.
Note: In Czech, Italian and English.
Keeley, Joseph C. (Joseph Charles), 1907-
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1944-1968.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Correspondence, 1967-1968, with Mario Lazo relating to Keeley's assistance in the composition of Lazo's book Dagger in the Heart: American Policy Failures in Cuba (New York, 1968); and letters, memoranda, and circulated material, prepared by Alfred Kohlberg, 1944, relating to alleged communist influence in the Institute of Pacific Relations.
Notes: American journalist and author.

Title: Arthur Kemp papers, 1918-1959.
Physical Description: 58 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, memoranda, notes, typed copies of documents, and printed matter, relating to Herbert Hoover, American foreign policy and domestic policies during and after the presidential administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt, World War II, international relief and reconstruction, and communism. Used as research material for writing projects of Herbert Hoover. Includes draft writings by Hoover. Note: American economist; editorial and research assistant to Herbert Hoover, 1943-1953.
Indexes: Register.
See also Hoover, Herbert

Kerr, Margaret Ann.
Title: Papers, 1918-1963.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Reports, speeches, letters, membership lists, bulletins, minutes, printed matter, and miscellany, relating to communist and other radical movements in California, and to the Better America Federation, an anti-communist organization.

Notes: Secretary-manager, Better America Federation of California.

Title: Papers, 1915-1963.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, and memoranda, relating to personal experiences and to international socialist and communist movements.
Notes: Estonian socialist; reputed intermediary between V. I. Lenin and the German government during World War I.
Notes: In German.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Title: Alfred Kohlberg papers, 1904-1969.
Physical Description: 232 ms. boxes, 5 card file boxes, 3 oversize boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoirs and other writings, newsletters, clippings, printed matter, and photographs, relating to communism in the United States, China, and other parts of Asia, and to anti-communist movements in the United States.
Note: American businessman; national chairman, American Jewish League Against Communism; chairman, American China Policy Association; member of the board, Institute of Pacific Relations.
Indexes: Register.

Kommunistische Partei Deutschlands.
Title: Report, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to a meeting of members of the party held at Frankfurt, June 9, 1949, to consider German political and economic questions.
Notes: In German.

Komunistická strana Československa.
Ústřední výbor.
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Title: Komunistická strana Československa Ústředni výbor records, 1951-1989.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, reports, and other internal documents, relating to political conditions in Czechoslovakia. Includes copies of Czechoslovak government records.
Note: Photocopy.
Note: Originals in: Ústav pro soudobé déjiny AVČR, Prague.
Note: Central committee of the Czechoslovak communist party.
Note: Mainly in Czech.

Korbonski, Stefan.
Title: Stefan Korbonski papers, 1943-1983.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/ Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 61 ms. boxes, 5 oversize boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, dispatches, minutes, bulletins, memoranda, printed matter, phonotapes, and photographs, relating to the underground movement in Poland during World War II, Polish emigre affairs, and the Assembly of Captive European Nations and other anti-communist movements.
Notes: Polish underground leader during World War II; subsequently chairman, Assembly of Captive European Nations.
Notes: In Polish and English.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Korean underground report.
Title: Newsletters, 1965-1968.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Compilation of information from various newspapers and other sources, relating to communist subversion in the United States and international affairs, particularly in relation to South Korea and Southeast Asia. Edited by Kilsoo K. Haan.

Kowalski, Ludwik, 1931-
Title: Ludwik Kowalski papers, 1946-2013.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes.
Summary: Diaries, autobiography, other writings, computer disk interview recording, and correspondence, relating mainly to communism.
Note: Polish physicist and communist; Subsequently anti-communist émigré in the United States.
Note: In Polish and English.

Kun, Miklós, 1946-
Title: Miklós Kun papers, 1914-2006.
Physical Description: 100 ms. boxes, 4 oversize boxes.
Note: Closed. Eligible to be opened January 1, 2020.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, printed matter, sound recordings of interviews, and photographs, relating to Béla Kun and the Hungarian revolution of 1919, the Communist International, communism in Hungary and the Soviet Union, and Soviet intelligence operations. Includes Kun family papers.
Note: Hungarian historian.
Note: In Hungarian and Russian.

Kurganov, I. A. (Ivan Alekseevich)
Title: Papers, 1940-1980.
Physical Description: 27 ms. boxes, 3 card file boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, card files, and printed matter, relating to economics, anti-communist movements, and Russian emigre affairs. Includes records of the Koordinatsionnyi TSentr Antibol'shevistskoi Bor'by and some papers of Aleksandr Kerensky.
Notes: Soviet economist; subsequently emigre in Germany; leading member, Koordinatsionnyi TSentr Antibol'shevistskoi Bor'by.
Notes: In Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Kurguz, Peter Nicholas.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.

Kwiatkowski, Antoni Wincenty, 1890-1970.
Title: Papers, 1917-1969.
Physical Description: 45 ms. boxes, 42 card file boxes, 1 scrapbook, 2 oversize packages, 5 envelopes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, reports, memoranda, research and reference notes, clippings, and photographs, relating to Marxism-Leninism, dialectical and historical materialism, communism and religion, and the Communist International. Includes an autobiography and biography.
Notes: Polish political scientist.
Notes: Mainly in Polish and Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Labedz, Leopold.
Physical Description: 138 ms. boxes, 5 oversize boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, reports, serial issues, clippings, and other printed matter, relating to political and cultural conditions in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, Soviet and Eastern European dissidents, Russian and Eastern European literature, post-World War II international relations, and the nature and history of communism and Marxian theory. Includes manuscripts submitted to Survey for publication, correspondence with contributors, and financial and other records of the journal.
Note: British author and journalist; editor, Survey.
Note: In English, Italian, Spanish, Russian, Czech, and French.
Indexes: Register.

Lane, Thomas A., 1906-1975.
Title: Thomas A. Lane papers, 1942, 1947-1976.
Physical Description: 12 ms. boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, press releases, and printed matter, relating to American foreign and military policy, the Vietnam War, other public policy issues, and activities of Americans for Constitutional Action and other conservative and anti-communist organizations. Includes a few items from the military career of T. A. Lane.
Note: Major general, United States Army; conservative columnist, lecturer and author; president, Americans for Constitutional Action, 1965-1969.
Indexes: Inventory

Title: Papers, 1902-1994.
Physical Description: 17 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Writings, notes, correspondence, serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, internal bulletins, and photographs, relating to left-wing resistance activities in France during World War II, and to libertarian socialist and communist movements in France, the United States and elsewhere.
Notes: French libertarian socialist; member, Socialisme ou Barbarie; subsequently emigre in the United States.
Notes: In English and French.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Georgii Pavlovich Larin papers, 1922-1975.
Physical Description: microfilm reels.
Summary: Correspondence, minutes, reports, printed matter, and photographs, relating to Russian émigré affairs, and to activities of the anti-communist Bratstvo russkoi pravdy.
Notes: Microfilm.
Notes: Originals in: Holy Trinity Orthodox Seminary, Jordanville, New York.
Notes: Russian émigré in China.
Notes: In Russian.
Indexes: Register.

LaVarre, William, 1898-
Title: Papers, 1922-1978.
Related e-resource: Finding aid http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 16 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs, letters, memoranda, clippings, periodical issues, lists, notes, and financial records, relating to political development in Latin America, especially in the 1930s; United States relations with Latin America, 1933-1945; the American Mercury; international communist subversion; and international affairs.
Notes: American author and journalist; chief, American Republics Unit, United States Department of Commerce, 1941-1943; editor-in-chief, American Mercury, 1957-1958.
Indexes: Register.

Lazic, Branko M.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Relates to the views of Albert Vassart on the French Communist Party.
Notes: Editor, Est et Ouest (Paris)
Notes: In French.

Legrand, Francois, 1903-
Title: Vladimir Il'ich Lenin miscellaneous speeches and writings, 1903-1940.
Physical Description: 1 folder, 1 envelope, 1 phonotape reel.
Summary: Pamphlet, entitled K studenchestvu : zadachi revoliutsionnoi molodezhi (1903); leaflet (co-authored with V. Bonch-Bruevich), entitled Usluzhlivy liberal; photocopy of the table of contents of Stat'i i rechi o Srednei Azii Uzbekistane (co-authored with Joseph Stalin, 1940); and recordings
of speeches, 1919-1920.
Note: Russian revolutionary leader; premier of Russia, 1917-1924.
Note: In Russian.

Physical Description: 46 ms. boxes, 4 envelopes, 2 phonorecords, 1 framed painting.
Summary: Writings and correspondence of the Russian revolutionary leader Leon Trotsky, including drafts of articles and books, correspondence with John G. Wright and other leaders of the Socialist Workers Party of the United States, and typed copies of correspondence with V. I. Lenin; correspondence and reports of secretaries of Trotsky and leaders of the Socialist Workers Party, relating especially to efforts to safeguard Trotsky and to his assassination; records of the American Committee for the Defense of Leon Trotsky and of the Commission of Inquiry into the Charges Made against Leon Trotsky in the Moscow Trials; correspondence and writings of Nataliia Sedova Troitskaia and of Lev Sedov; and published and unpublished material relating to Trotsky. Assembled from records of the Socialist Workers Party and from papers of Wright and other party leaders. Also includes detailed summaries of correspondence in the Trotsky Papers at Harvard University. Also available on microfilm (50 reels). Phonotape cassette dub of sound recordings also available.
Note: Mainly in Russian and English.
Indexes: Register

Lessing, Erich.
Title: Erich Lessing photographs, 1945-1998.
Physical Description: 1 oversize box.
Summary: Depicts post-World War II scenes in Austria reflecting Cold War themes, and scenes from the Hungarian Revolution.
Note: Austrian photographer.

Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1919.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Funeral oration delivered in Berlin, February 2, 1919, in memory of Karl Liebknecht and Rosa Luxemburg, German communist leaders; and catalog of books in the private library of P. Levi.
Notes: German communist leader.
Notes: In German.

Lewis, Marx, 1897-1990.
Title: Papers, 1907-1988.
Physical Description: 26 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, bulletins, newsletters, press releases, resolutions, trial transcripts, pamphlets, and clippings, relating to the 1919 trial of Victor Berger under the Espionage Act; Socialist Party internal politics, especially during the mid-1930s; post-World War II opposition to communism within American trade unions; and anti-communist activities of the Council Against Communist Aggression and its successor organization, the Council for the Defense of Freedom.
Indexes: Register

Library of Social History collection, 1894-2010.
Physical Description: 305 ms. boxes, 2 card file boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Serial issues, pamphlets,
leaflets, internal bulletins, other internal documents, and electoral and convention material, issued by Trotskyist groups throughout the world, and especially in the United States, Latin America and Western Europe, and including some materials issued by non-Trotskyist left-wing groups; speeches and writings by Fidel Castro and other Cuban leaders, and printed matter relating to Cuba, with indexes thereto; speeches and writings by Nicaraguan Sandinista leaders; and public and internal issuances of the New Jewel Movement of Grenada and its leaders, and printed and other material relating to the movement and its overthrow. Collected by the Library of Social History (New York City), an affiliate of the Socialist Workers Party of the United States. Does not include issuances of the Socialist Workers Party. Boxes 109-120 and 218-228 also on microfilm (34 reels).

Note: In various languages.
Indexes: Register.

Liebman, Marvin.
Physical Description: 150 ms. boxes, 4 oversize boxes, 1 album box, 7 envelopes, 5 phonotape reels.
Summary: Correspondence, printed matter, press releases, campaign literature, reports, and photographs, relating to activities of American conservative and anti-communist organizations, including many involved with Asian and African affairs. Includes records of the firm Marvin Liebman Associates.
Notes: American public relations consultant.
Indexes: Register.

Lin, Sharat G., collector.
Title: Collection, 1972-1998.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, and flyers, relating to violations of civil liberties in India and elsewhere in South Asia, and to political conditions and communist movements in India. Includes issuances of the Indian People's Association in North America, India Forum, the Indian Students Association at the University of California, Berkeley, the South Asia Students Association at the University of California, Berkeley, and South Asians for Collective Action. Also includes symposium proceedings relating to Sung Ching-ling, and reports on public finance in Saudi Arabia.
Notes: In English and Punjabi.

Lindsay, Hsiao-li, Baroness Lindsay of Birker.
Title: Memoirs, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 microfilm reel)
Summary: Relates to Chinese communist leaders during World War II, the United States Observer Mission to Yenan, China, 1944-1945, and two visits by United States Ambassador Patrick Hurley to Yenan, 1944.
Notes: Microfilm.
Notes: Chinese teacher; wife of the British historian Michael Lindsay.

Lipinski, Eryk.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, identification documents, photographs, and cartoons, relating to Polish politics, art and literature, and to world politics. Includes satirical anti-Nazi and post-World War II pro-communist cartoons.
Notes: Polish artist and journalist.
Notes: In Polish.

Title: Collection, 1934-1946.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, reports, and printed matter, relating to the Nazi party, domestic conditions in Germany and German foreign policy before and during World War II, postwar occupation of Germany, denazification efforts, and communist party activities in Germany. Includes correspondence of Joachim von Ribbentrop.

Notes: Mainly in German.

Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Lodyzhenskii, IUrii Il'ich.
Title: Papers, 1921-1968.

Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 3 microfilm reels.

Summary: Memoirs, other writings, bulletins, reports, and printed matter, relating to medical practice in Russia during World War I, the Russian Revolution and Civil War, efforts to resettle White Russian veterans and refugees after the war, and activities of the International Anticommmunist Entente.

Notes: In part, microfilm.

Notes: In part, originals in: Museum of Russian Culture, San Francisco.

Notes: Russian physician; director, Geneva office, Rossiskoe obshchestvo Krasnogo kresta; secretary-general, International Anticommmunist Entente.

Notes: In French and Russian.

Indexes: Partial register.

Title: Ivan D. London papers, 1943-2005.

Physical Description: 97 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.

Note: Boxes 91-98 closed. Eligible to be opened August 5, 2023.

Summary: Correspondence, writings, questionnaires, interview transcripts, notes, reports, memoranda, and printed matter, relating to social conditions in the Soviet Union and China, the Chinese Cultural Revolution, the psychology of the Soviet and Chinese people, émigrés from the Soviet Union and China, anti-communist Western propaganda, and the study of science, especially psychology, in the Soviet Union. Includes papers of Miriam London, wife and collaborator of Ivan D. London.

Note: American psychologist; director, Institute of Political Psychology, Brooklyn College.

Note: In English, Russian and Chinese.

Indexes: Register.

Lovestone, Jay.
Title: Papers, 1906-1989.

Physical Description: 869 ms. boxes, 4 oversize boxes, 49 envelopes, 2 phonotape reels, 1 framed map.


Indexes: Register.
foreign trade unions, and organized labor movements in the United States and abroad.


Indexes: Register.
See also Louise Page Morris Collection.

Lowman, Myers G.
Title: Papers, 1920-1966.
Physical Description: 100 ms. boxes, 11 envelopes, 3 motion picture film reels.
Notes: Boxes 92-94 closed.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, pamphlets, photographs, motion picture film, phonotapes, and clippings, relating to communism and other leftist movements, the civil rights movement, and anti-communism, primarily in the United States.
Notes: Executive secretary, Circuit Riders, Inc.
Indexes: Register.

Lubitz, Wolfgang.
Title: Wolfgang Lubitz Collection. 1933-1968.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Notes: In German.

Luza, Radomir.
Title: Papers, 1907-2000.
Physical Description: 194 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, reports, memoranda, notes, radio broadcast transcripts, interview transcripts, and printed matter, relating to twentieth-century Czechoslovak history, resistance movements in Czechoslovakia and Austria during World War II, socialism in Czechoslovakia, the International Union of Socialist Youth, the postwar communist regime in Czechoslovakia, economic conditions in Austria, and Czech emigre affairs. Includes reports and radio broadcast transcripts prepared by Radio Free Europe.
Notes: Czechoslovak historian; emigre in Austria and the United States.
Notes: In Czech, English and German.

Ludwikowski, Rett R.
Physical Description: 1 item (164, vii p.) (1 ms. box)
Summary: Relates to the history, nature, and prospects of communism. Includes photocopy of a longer preliminary draft.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Original in possession of: R. R. Ludwikowski.

Luxemburg, Rosa, 1871-1919.
Title: Luxemburg-Jacob papers, 1887-1941.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 1 microfilm reel, 4 envelopes.
Summary: Correspondence, other writings, serial issues, annotated daily calendars, and photographs, relating to the German socialist and communist movements, and to the imprisonment of Rosa Luxemburg during World War I. Includes a memoir by Mathilde Jacob, personal secretary to
Rosa Luxemburg, entitled "Von Rosa Luxemburg und ihren Freunden" (present in variant typescript forms with annotations, and on microfilm), and correspondence of Mathilde Jacob. Notes: In part, photocopy. Notes: Some originals in possession of: Archiv der sozialen Demokratie. Notes: Box 4, Folder 15 may not be quoted without written permission of the Archiv der sozialen Demokratie. Notes: German-Polish revolutionary leader. Notes: Mainly in German. Indexes: Register.

Luža, Radomír. Title: Radomír Luža papers, 1907-2007. Physical Description: 200 ms. boxes, 6 oversize boxes. Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, reports, memoranda, notes, radio broadcast transcripts, interview transcripts, printed matter, photographs, and sound recordings, relating to twentieth-century Czechoslovak history, resistance movements in Czechoslovakia and Austria during World War II, socialism in Czechoslovakia, the International Union of Socialist Youth, the postwar communist régime in Czechoslovakia, economic conditions in Austria, and Czech émigré affairs. Includes reports and radio broadcast transcripts prepared by Radio Free Europe. Note: Czechoslovak historian; émigré in Austria and the United States. Note: In Czech, English and German.


Mandel, William M. Title: William M. Mandel papers, 1953-1994. Physical Description: 1 ms. box. Summary: Radio broadcast transcripts, other writings, and sound recordings, relating to American opinion regarding the Soviet Union and development of the Cold War between 1945 and 1948; investigation of subversive activities in the United States; and social conditions in the former Soviet Union. Note: American writer, lecturer and
social scientist.

Manuila, Sabin, 1894-1964.
Title: Papers, 1893-1976.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 21 ms. boxes, 2
oversize boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda,
reports, speeches and writings,
clippings, printed matter, and
photographs, relating to the Romanian
politician Iuliu Maniu, post-World
War II political events in Romania,
and Romanian anti-communist emigre
movements.
Notes: Romanian statistician and
politician.
Notes: In Romanian and English.
Indexes: Register.

Markov, Anatoliĭ L'vovich, b. 1893.
Title: Anatoliĭ L'vovich Markov
writings, 1917-1962.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs and other writings,
relating to the Russian military
operations in World War I and the
Russian Revolution, subsequent anti-
communist movements in the Soviet
Union (including biographies of
participants), Soviet agents in Egypt
and police surveillance and
prosecution of them, and Russian
émigré affairs. In part, also
available on microfilm (1 reel).
Note: Russian émigré in Egypt and the
United States; Egyptian police
official.
Note: In Russian.
Indexes: Inventory.

Title: Papers, 1948-1981.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, reports,
speeches and writings, and clippings,
relating to anti-communist Hungarian
emigre activities, Hungarians in
Spain, and political conditions in
Spain.
Notes: Hungarian diplomat; minister
to Croatia, 1941-1943; minister to
Finland, 1944; representative of the
Hungarian National Council (New York)
to Spain, 1949-1969.
Notes: Mainly in Hungarian.
Indexes: Register.

Marquardt, Frederic Sylvester, 1905-
Title: Papers, 1977-1990.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.
Summary: Conference papers, printed
matter, and correspondence, relating
to land reform, especially in Taiwan;
the 6th Conference of Heads of State
or Government of Non-Aligned
Countries, Havana, 1979; and
communism, Central America, and the
media. Includes a number of studies
prepared by the Causa Institute and
other affiliates of the Unification
Church.
Notes: American journalist; senior
editor, Arizona Republic.

Massing, Hede.
Title: Hede Massing papers,
1918-1980.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions
/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 2 ms.
boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings,
police reports, clippings, and photographs,
relating to Soviet espionage
activities in the United States.
Note: Soviet espionage agent in
the United States, 1933-1937;
subsequently anti-communist
witness and author.
Note: In English and German.
Indexes: Inventory.

Matthews, Harold S. (Harold Shepard)
Title: Papers, 1936-1968.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution

Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, reports, and printed matter, relating to Christian missionary work in China and Japan, and to the communist movement in China.

Notes: American missionary in north China, 1922-1942; secretary, American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1944-1953.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Papers, 1870-1976.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution

Physical Description: 31 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 3 envelopes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, clippings, photographs, and printed matter, relating to communism and socialism in Spain, the Spanish Civil War, and the American Literary Agency.

Notes: Spanish socialist, journalist, and author.
Notes: Primarily in Spanish.
Indexes: Register.

Mayers, Henry, 1894-
Title: Henry Mayers papers, 1930-1966.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes, 1 scrapbook.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, and printed matter, relating primarily to the Cold War Council.
Note: American advertising executive; member, Committee for Freedom for All Peoples; chairman, Cold War Council.

Mexican subject collection, 1918-1998.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution

Physical Description: 36 ms. boxes, 3 oversize boxes, 5 microfilm reels, 1 phonorecord, 2 maps.
Summary: Reports, policy statements, resolutions, bulletins, speeches, agenda, election material, serial issues, pamphlets, and other printed matter, relating to political conditions in Mexico. The collection focuses primarily on communist, socialist and Trotskyist organizations in Mexico, and consists largely of issuances of these organizations (especially the Partido Comunista Mexicano, the Partido Mexicano de los Trabajadores, the Partido Revolucionario de los Trabajadores, and the Partido Socialista Unificado de Mexico) and of trade unions (especially of university workers) from the 1960s through the 1980s.

Notes: In Spanish.
Indexes: Register.

Middlemas, Keith, 1935- , collector.
Title: Collection, 1966-1994.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution

Physical Description: 15 ms. boxes.
Summary: Sound recordings and written summaries of interviews with British, Portuguese and African diplomats, politicians, economic advisers, journalists, and businessmen, relating to the Portuguese revolution of 1974, revolutionary developments in Portuguese colonies, and other aspects of the political situation in southern Africa; Western European communist leaders, relating to the Eurocommunist movement in Western Europe; British civil servants and financial and trade union leaders, relating to British political and economic conditions; and European government officials, relating to the decision-making process in the European communities.

Notes: Users of Boxes 10-15 must sign restriction agreement.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Title: Papers, 1899-1966.
Miller, Marion Freed, 1920-Title: Marion Freed Miller papers, 1955-2004.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 4 oversize boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, printed memoir, flyers, leaflets, clippings, printed matter, and photographs, relating to activities of the Communist Party, U.S.A. and of the American Committee for Protection of Foreign Born, and to Marion Miller's acquaintanceship with Ronald Reagan.

Title: George Miller-Kurakin papers, 1949-1990.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, petitions, leaflets, flyers, clippings, other printed matter, and photographs, relating to clandestine activities of the Narodno-Trudovoï Soiuz in the Soviet Union and its public activities in the West, in opposition to Soviet communism and in support of Soviet dissidents.
Includes papers of Boris Miller, Narodno-Trudovoï Soiuz leader and father of George Miller-Kurakin.
Note: British representative, Narodno-Trudovoï Soiuz.
Note: Mainly in Russian.

Milton, Harry.
Title: Papers, 1937-1986.
Physical Description: 1 folder, 1 envelope.
Summary: Letters, memoranda, clippings, and photographs, relating to the service of H. Milton with the Partido Obrero de Unificacion Marxista (POUM) militia during the Spanish Civil War, his acquaintanceship with the writer George Orwell in the POUM militia, and miscellaneous activities of the Fourth International. Includes letters by Leon Trotsky.
Notes: American Trotskyist activist.

Physical Description: 5 ms. boxes, 2 envelopes, 1 oversize folder, 3 motion picture film reels, 15 phonorecords, 3 phonotape cassettes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, news dispatches, reports, bulletins, pamphlets, leaflets, clippings, computer disks, and photographs, relating to the Minutemen and other right-wing paramilitary groups in the United States, the Irish republican movement in Northern Ireland, and Islamic extremist movements. Video use copies of motion picture film available.
Note: American journalist.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Mongol Ardyn Khuv'sgalt Nam. Congress (3d : 1924 : Ulan-Bator-Khoto, Mongolia)
Title: The Third Assembly of the Mongolian People's Party, Urga, August 1924 : typescript, 1933.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Translated by J. Attree.
Notes: English translation from Russian.

Moody, L. B., collector.
Title: Collection, 1945-1959.
Physical Description: 13 ms. boxes.
Summary: Reports, memoranda, pamphlets, bulletins, clippings, and other printed matter, relating to communism and China.

Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1943-1954.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Writings, notes, and printed matter, relating to the political philosophy and views on revolution of Joseph Stalin. Mainly background material for, and reactions to, the article "Stalin and Revolution" by G. A. Morgan, published in Foreign Affairs in 1949.

Morris, Louise Page.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, reports, memoranda, speeches, notes, and financial records, relating to activities of the Free Trade Union Committee in opposing communist influence in trade unions abroad, especially in Asia and the Middle East, and to political conditions in those regions. Includes extensive correspondence with Jay Lovestone, executive secretary of the Free Trade Union Committee.
Note: American Federation of Labor Free Trade Union Committee representative.
Indexes: Inventory.
See also Jay Lovestone Collection.
Munro, Ross H., collector.
Title: Ross H. Munro collection, 1972-1998.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Reports, internal documents, serial issues, and printed matter, relating to the Maoist Communist Party of the Philippines and guerrilla activities of its New People's Army affiliate. Includes issuances of the party and Philippine government intelligence reports.

Naidenov, Andrei Mikhailovich, 1896-
Title: Papers, 1944-1972.
Physical Description: 3 microfilm reels.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, and personal documents, relating to anti-communist movements in the United States.
Notes: Microfilm.
Notes: Originals in: Museum of Russian Culture, San Francisco.  
Notes: Soviet economist; subsequently emigre in the United States.  
Notes: In Russian and English.  
Indexes: Register.

National Republic.  
Title: Records, 1920-1960.  
Physical Description: 735 microfilm reels, 76 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 168 card file boxes, 4 phonorecords.  
Summary: Clippings, printed matter, pamphlets, reports, indices, notes, bulletins, lettergrams, weekly letters, and photographs, relating to pacifist, communist, fascist, and other radical movements, and to political developments in the United States and the Soviet Union.  
Notes: Anti-communist American magazine.  
Indexes: Register.

Navarro, Paul, collector.  
Title: Collection, 1965-2006.  
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.  
Summary: Sound recordings of interviews and printed matter, relating to the Partido Comunista del Peru (Patria Roja). Includes pamphlets, serial issues and programmic statements by the party; some material relating to other Maoist parties in Peru; and a study by Paul Navarro, "Maoism in the Andes: A Concise History of the Partido Comunista del Peru - Patria Roja, 1960-1992."  
Notes: In Spanish and English.

Neaman, Elliot Yale, 1957- , collector.  
Title: Pamphlets, 1919-1966.  
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.  
Summary: Relates primarily to international communism and socialism.  
Notes: In English and German.

Nelson, Murry R.  
Physical Description: 1 folder.  
Summary: Relates to aspects of education in Norway and the United States, and to surveillance of American educators by the Federal Bureau of Investigation.  
Notes: American educator.  
Indexes: Register.

Physical Description: 79 ms. boxes, 5 oversize boxes, 1 oversize folder, 1 envelope, 1 microfilm reel, 3 phonorecords.  
Summary: Booklets, leaflets, reports, and clippings, relating to the purposes, tactics, and activities of various New Left and right-wing groups, draft resistance, student disorders, and the anti-Vietnam War movement. Collected under the direction of Edward J. Bacciocco.  
Indexes: Register.

Nicolaevsky, Boris I., 1887-1966, collector.  
Physical Description: 795 ms. boxes, 1 cu. ft. box, 4 oversize boxes, 16 card file boxes, 1 album box, 1 motion picture film reel.  
Note: Closed. Microfilm use copies available.  
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, writings, speeches, memoirs, minutes of meetings, conference proceedings, leaflets, resolutions, bulletins, reports, clippings, newspapers, other printed matter, sound recordings, and photographs, relating to Karl Marx and the international socialist movement; the First, Second, Third and Fourth Intenionals; Russian revolutionary, anarchist and socialist movements, especially the Rossiĭskaia sotsial-demokraticheskaia rabochaia partiia (RSDRP) and its
Menshevik wing; the Partiia sotsialistov-revolutsionerov (PSR); the Russian Revolution and Civil War; Russian politics and government in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; communism in the Soviet Union; Russian émigré politics; the Vlasov movement during World War II; and Russian displaced persons after World War II. Includes records of the RSDRP, the PSR, and other organizations; and papers of Rafail Abramovich, Pavel Aksel'rod, Viktor Chernov, Leon Trotsky, Irakliĭ Tsereteli, and many others. Also includes papers of B. I. Nicolaevsky. Also available on microfilm (796 reels). Sound use copies of sound recordings available.

Note: Mainly in Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Niemeyer, Gerhart.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, clippings, conference proceedings, and printed matter, relating to communism, international organization and world security, and the foreign policy of the United States and the Soviet Union.
Notes: German-American political scientist.
Notes: In English and German.

Title: Melita Norwood papers, 1902-2003.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Letters, notes, interview summaries, biographical and genealogical data, personal documents, printed matter, and photographs, relating to Soviet nuclear research espionage in Great Britain, the communist movement in Great Britain, and family affairs. Includes papers of Hilary Norwood, husband of Melita Norwood.
Note: Soviet espionage agent in Great Britain.
Indexes: Register.

North, Robert Carver.
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1928-1995.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes, 1 microfilm reel.
Summary: Writings, notes, printed matter, sound recordings of reminiscences, and miscellany, relating to communism in China and India, Sino-Soviet relations, and the study of international relations in the United States.
Notes: In part, microfilm.
Notes: American political scientist.

Orr, Charles A. (Charles Andrew), 1906-
Physical Description: 1 folder.

One Hundred Years of Revolutionary Internationals Conference (1964 : Hoover Institution)
Title: Proceedings, 1964.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 10 phonotapes.
Summary: Sound recordings and conference papers, relating to the history of Marxist doctrine and of the communist movement.

Notes: Subsequent emigre in Australia.
Notes: In Hungarian.
Summary: Autobiographical writings and miscellany, relating to socialism in the United States, conditions in Catalonia during the Spanish Civil War, and encounters with George Orwell in Spain in 1936-1937 and with Leon Trotsky in Mexico in 1940.

Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Originals in possession of: C. A. Orr.
Notes: American economist and socialist; assistant editor, The Spanish Revolution (Barcelona), 1936-1937.

Physical Description: 1 videotape cassette.
Summary: Relates to the international geopolitical situation, the nature of communism, and Soviet-American relations. Narrated by Robert Morris. Produced by the New Hampshire Association for Freedom through Strength.
Overstreet, Gene D., see Windmiller, Marshall.

Paasche, John, 1911-
Title: Papers, 1951-1995.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Memoirs, thesis, other writings, and printed matter, relating to the career and murder of Hans Paasche, social conditions in Germany during the Weimar and Nazi periods, German emigre life in Japan and the United States, and positions of the Communist International on the colonial question (1919-1929). Includes memoirs by Maria Paasche, wife of John Paasche.
Notes: Son of the German pacifist Hans Paasche; subsequently emigre in Japan and the United States.
Notes: In English and German.

Parti communiste reunionnais.
Title: Sound recordings, 1976.
Physical Description: 2 phonorecords.
Summary: Songs performed at the fourth congress of the party.
Notes: Reunion communist party.

Notes: In French.

Partido Comunista Mexicano. Congreso Nacional (7: 1939: Mexico)
Title: Proceedings, 1939.
Physical Description: 1 v.

Pathfinder Press.
Title: Pathfinder Press publications, 1922-2014.
Physical Description: 54 ms. boxes, 5 phonotape cassettes, 1 envelope.
Summary: Record copies of books, pamphlets, and bulletins, relating to Marxist theory and socialist Political analysis and commentary, and including works of Leon Trotsky, Fidel Castro, Malcolm X, and others. Includes publications of Pioneer Publishers, Merit Publishers, and Monad Press, predecessors of Pathfinder Press; publications issued directly by the Socialist Workers Party and affiliates; and foreign-Language translations of Pathfinder Press publications. Also includes some unpublished material related to publishing projects.
Note: American publishing house affiliated with the Socialist Workers Party.
Indexes: Register.

Pauker, Guy J.
Title: Guy J. Pauker papers, 1928-1996.
Physical Description: 271 ms. boxes, 34 card file boxes, 1 oversize box, 5 envelopes, 10 slide boxes, 35 microfilm reels, 1 motion picture film reel.
Summary: Writings, studies, reports, memoranda, notes, correspondence, trial transcripts, bulletins, press summaries, clippings, and printed matter, relating to political, social, and economic conditions in Indonesia; Indonesian foreign
relations, especially with the United States; communism in Indonesia; the coup of 1965 in Indonesia, and trials in its aftermath; and education in Indonesia.

Note: American political scientist; senior staff member, Rand Corporation, 1960-
Note: Mainly in English and Indonesian.
Indexes: Register.

Title: The communist situation in California: typescript, 1937.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Report at the 17th annual convention of the Peace Officers' Association, Oakland, 1937.

Peng, Shu-tse, 1895-
Title: Papers, 1924-1987.
Physical Description: 5 ms. boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, theses, and resolutions, relating to the early communist movement in China, and to Trotskyist activities in China and elsewhere. Includes memoirs, other writings, and correspondence of Zhen Bilan, the companion of Peng Shu-tse, relating to the same topics and also to the condition of women in Chinese society.
Notes: Chinese communist and subsequently Trotskyist leader; member, Political Bureau, Chinese Communist Party, 1925-1927; leader, Communist League of China, 1929-1948.
Notes: In English and Chinese.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Lee Roberts Pennington papers, 1909-1974.
Physical Description: 16 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches, reports, memoranda, serial issues, clippings, and other printed matter, relating to communism in the United States, subversive activities in the United States, and investigative activities of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and private organizations.
Notes: Inspector, United States Federal Bureau of Investigation; assistant director and director, Counter-Subversive Section, National Americanism Commission, American Legion, 1953-1959; adviser, American Security Council.
Indexes: Register.

Peruvian subject collection, 1949-1996.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, bulletins, and studies, relating primarily to political conditions and elections in Peru, and to communist and guerrilla movements in Peru. Includes photocopies of the Sendero Luminoso newspaper El Diario.
Notes: In Spanish and English.
Indexes: Register.

Peter, Wilhelm.
Title: Essays, 1944-1953.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Relates to Marxian philosophy, and to the international and German socialist and communist movements.
Notes: German socialist.
Notes: In German.

Peterkin, Wilbur J., 1904-
Title: Papers, 1943-1994.
Physical Description: 8 ms. boxes, 2 envelopes, 1 album box, 3 motion picture film reels, 1 microfilm reel, 2 videotape cassettes, memorabilia.
Summary: Diary transcripts, letters, reports, maps, photographs, motion picture film, and memorabilia,
relating to Chinese communist forces and the Japanese occupation of China during World War II. Includes weapons, clothing and equipment used by Chinese communists during World War II.

Notes: Colonel, United States Army; executive officer and commanding officer, Observer Mission with Chinese communist forces, Yenan, China, 1944-1945.

Poland. Urzad do Spraw Wyznan.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Notes: In part, photocopy.
Notes: Polish Department of Religious Affairs.
Notes: In Polish.

Poland subject collection, 1908-2014.
Physical Description: 101 ms. boxes, 11 oversize boxes, 2 cu. ft. boxes, 1 card file box, 1 microfilm reel, 36 phonotape cassettes, 15 videotape cassettes, memorabilia.
Summary: Serial issues, pamphlets, election campaign literature, proclamations, other printed matter, correspondence, reports, and miscellany, relating to various aspects of Polish history, including the movement for independence, especially during World War I; the Solidarnosc trade union movement; and political events and elections since 1989. Includes clandestine anti-communist issuances from World War II and the early postwar period. Includes material collected by the Polish historian Wladyslaw Chojnacki.
Note: Mainly in Polish.
Indexes: Register.

Poltiniak, Kurt, 1908-1976.
Title: Drawings, n.d.

Poninski, Alfred.
Title: Papers, 1917-1942.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoirs, reports, notes, and printed matter, relating to Polish-Soviet and Polish-Romanian relations, and to religious persecution in the Soviet Union.
Notes: Polish diplomat; counselor of legation to the Soviet Union, 1926-1933, and to Romania, 1935-1941; ambassador to China, 1942-1945.
Notes: In Polish and French.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Pool, Ithiel de Sola, 1917-- collector.
Title: Collection, 1905-1948.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Mimeographed letters and circulars, pamphlets and leaflets, relating to American Trotskyism, especially to factional disputes within the Socialist Workers Party, 1938-1940, and to Trotskyist activities in the anti-fascist, anti-war labor movements. Includes some radical non-Trotskyist material.

Poole, William T., collector.
Title: Collection, 1920-1976.
Physical Description: 175 ms. boxes.
Summary: Reports, correspondence, minutes, hearing transcripts, legal exhibits, clippings, serial issues, pamphlets, and leaflets, relating to communism and radicalism in the United States, and to the anti-Vietnam War movement. Includes records of the United States Subversive Activities Control Board and of the United States House Un-American Activities Committee.

Poole, William T., collector.
Title: William T. Poole collection,
1919-1976.
Physical Description: 242 ms. boxes.
Summary: Reports, correspondence, minutes, hearing transcripts, legal exhibits, clippings, serial issues, pamphlets, and leaflets, relating to communism and radicalism in the United States, and to the anti-Vietnam War movement. Includes exhibits of the United States Subversive Activities Control Board and files of the United States House Un-American Activities Committee. Indexes: Register.

Title: Papers, 1939-1994.
Physical Description: 315 ms. boxes, 5 cu. ft. boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 16 card file boxes, 1 oversize folder.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, reports, research notes, bibliographic card files, and printed matter, relating to military science, technology, national defense, international relations, Soviet foreign policy, revolution in the twentieth century, and communism.
Notes: American political scientist.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Prianishnikov, B.
Title: Papers, 1922-1982.
Physical Description: 5 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, reports, and printed matter, relating to the disappearance of the emigre Russian Generals A. P. Kutepov (1930) and E. K. Miller (1937) from Paris, Russian emigre anti-communist groups and Soviet penetration of them, the Narodno-Trudovoi Soiuiz organization, White forces during the Russian Revolution, and Russian displaced persons after World War II.
Notes: Russian-American author and journalist.
Notes: Mainly in Russian.
Indexes: Inventory.

Puddington, Arch, collector.
Title: Arch Puddington collection, 1947-1999.
Physical Description: 34 ms. boxes, 5 card file boxes.
Indexes: Register.

Radek, Karl, 1885-1939.
Title: Letter, 1919, to Paul Levi.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the communist movement in Germany.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Russian communist leader.
Notes: In German.

Physical Description: 104 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Notes: Pamphlets, leaflets, newspaper and serial issues, newsletters, bulletins, circulars, and other printed and near-print material, issued by right-wing organizations and individuals in the United States, relating to anti-communist, patriotic, fundamentalist, racist, antisemitic, neo-Nazi and other right-wing political movements and concerns in the United States, primarily since World War II. Includes material relating to world
government, education, mental health, fluoridation and other issues. Includes a few letters and other manuscript materials. Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Raikin, Spas T., 1922-
Title: Spas T. Raikin papers, 1922-2011.
Physical Description: 55 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, bulletins, serial issues, printed matter, and photographs, relating to Bulgarian history, the Bulgarian Orthodox Eastern Church, Bulgarian émigré affairs, and activities of anti-communist organizations, including the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of Nations and the Bulgarian National Front. 
Note: Bulgarian-American historian. 
Note: In Bulgarian and English. Indexes: Inventory.

Rakowski, Mieczysław F.
Title: Mieczysław F. Rakowski papers, 1958-2004.
Physical Description: 48 ms. boxes.
Summary: Diaries, writings, correspondence, printed matter, photographs, and video tapes, relating to political conditions in Poland, especially during the decade of the 1980s, and to the Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza.
Note: In Polish.

Ratliff, William E.
Title: Papers, 1942-2000.
Physical Description: 24 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, sound recordings of interviews, reports, memoranda, legal proceedings, internal bulletins, opinion polls, printed matter, and photographs, relating to communism in Latin America; political and economic conditions, and especially laissez-faire economics, in Argentina, elsewhere in Latin America, and Hong Kong; President Jose Figueres Ferrer of Costa Rica; and the Socialist Workers Party of the United States and Trotskyist groups in Latin America.
Notes: Sound recordings may not be duplicated. 
Notes: American political scientist. 
Notes: In English and Spanish. Indexes: Register.

Ray, Philip Alexander, 1911-
Title: The bird and the snake: Mexico's new revolution: mimeograph, 1965.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Relates to political and economic conditions in Mexico, the Mexican communist movement, and prospects for communism in Mexico.

Title: Papers, 1932-1986.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Writings, speeches, interview transcripts, letters, biographical sketches, photographs, and clippings, relating to the founding of the Communist Information Bureau in 1947, activities of the Partito Comunista Italiano, aspects of Italian foreign relations, and socialist political activities in Italy. Includes letters by the Italian communist leader Palmiro Togliatti.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Originals in possession of: Sulamita Reale. 
Notes: Mainly in Italian.

The Right to believe: motion picture film, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 motion picture film reel.
Summary: Relates to religion in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe.

Title: Papers, 1932-1963.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Reports, speeches, and writings, relating to federal control of education, and to socialist and communist movements in the United States.
Notes: American author and lecturer; executive director, Church League of America, and National Laymen's Council, 1937-1956.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Rolland, Romain, 1866-1944.
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1932-1935.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Correspondence and printed matter, relating to the communist and pacifist movements in France, especially the Association républicaine des anciens combattants. Includes correspondence of Henri Barbusse, Guy Jerram, and other pro-communist French intellectuals.
Notes: French communist intellectual.
Notes: In French.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Romerstein, Herbert collector.
Title: Herbert Romerstein collection, 1883-2009.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 1009 ms. boxes, 34 oversize boxes, 15 card file boxes.
Summary: Pamphlets, leaflets, serial issues, studies, reports, and synopses of intelligence documents, relating to the Communist International, communism and Communist front organizations in the United States, Soviet espionage and covert operations, and propaganda and psychological warfare, especially during World War II.
Indexes: Register.

Rossiiskoe natsional'noe ob'edinenie.
Title: Records, 1929-1981.
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Reports, statutes, by-laws, minutes, leaflets, bulletins, radio broadcast transcripts, programs, studies, placards, clippings, and photographs, relating to Russian emigre affairs, Russian nationalism, monarchism and anti-communism, and conditions in the Soviet Union.
Notes: Russian emigre organization in Belgium.
Notes: In Russian.

Rote Fahne.
Title: Newspaper articles, 1919.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Relates to the Hungarian Soviet Republic. Translated by Eupemie Emiger.
Notes: German communist newspaper.
Notes: English translation from German.

Rowe, David Nelson, 1905-
Title: Papers, 1931-1974.
Physical Description: 141 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, notes, reports, printed matter, photographs, slides, phonotapes, microfilm, maps, postcards, and memorabilia, relating to Chinese history and foreign relations, Asian area studies, Japanese World War II propaganda, application of the People’s Republic of China for admission to the United Nations, and communism in Asia.
Notes: American political scientist; special assistant to the United States ambassador to China, 1941-1942.
Notes: In English and Chinese.

Rowell, Chester Harvey, 1867-1948.
Title: Catalog of the reds! : typescript, 1934.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the anticommunist movement in the United States.
Published in the San Francisco Chronicle, May 14, 1934.
Notes: Typed transcript.

Rozek, Edward J.
Title: Edward J. Rozek papers, 1939-2009.
Physical Description: 114 ms. boxes, 36 card file boxes, 1 oversize box, 3 motion picture film reels.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, printed matter, and audiovisual material, relating to communism and to political conditions in Eastern Europe. Includes records of the Institute for the Study of Economic and Political Freedom.
Note: American political scientist; director, Institute for the Study of Economic and Political Freedom.
Indexes: Inventory.

Russell, John F., collector.
Title: John F. Russell collection, 1920-1976.
Physical Description: 62 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Reports, studies, letters, memoranda, dossiers, notes, bulletins, pamphlets, serial issues, clippings, printed ephemera, and audiovisual material, relating to communism and subversion in the United States, primarily in the post-World War II period. Includes material generated by the United States Army Counter Intelligence Corps.
Indexes: Register.

Russia (Federation) Verkhovnyi Sovet. Komissiia po rassledovaniiu prichin i obstoiatel'stv gosudarstvennogo perevorota.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Relates to the attempted coup of August 1991 in the Soviet Union and to the role played by the
Kommunisticheskaia Partiiia Sovetskogo Soiuza.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Russian parliamentary investigatory committee.
Notes: In Russian.
Sad, Ahmad Sadiq.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 ms. box)
Summary: Relates to the communist movement in Egypt from 1947 to 1957. Includes additional bibliographical notes.
Notes: Egyptian communist leader.
Notes: In Arabic.

Sadoul, Jacques.
Title: Correspondence, 1939-1941.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Relates to political conditions in France and Europe at the beginning of World War II. Correspondents include Léon Blum, Paul Reynaud, and Pierre Laval.
Notes: French socialist leader.
Notes: In French.

Savin, Petr Panteleimonovich.
Title: Papers, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Photocopy of writing, entitled Gibel' Generala Millera, relating to the death of the White Russian leader, E. K. Miller; and correspondence and printed matter, relating to the writing and to Russian emigre anti-communist activities, 1917-1968.
Notes: Captain, Russian Imperial army.
Notes: In Russian.

Scaff, Alvin H.
Title: Papers, 1936-1954.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes, 4 envelopes.
Summary: Memoranda, reports, diaries, photographs, and printed matter, relating to the communist movement in the Philippines, and to Japanese prison camps in the Philippines during World War II. Used as research material for the book by A. H. Scaff, The Philippine Answer to Communism (1955).
Notes: American sociologist.
Indexes: Register.

Schevenels, Walther, b. 1894.
Title: Papers, 1901-1967.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 19 ms. boxes, 1 card file box.
Summary: Correspondence, reports, speeches, writings, notes, bulletins, interviews, pamphlets, clippings, and printed matter, relating to European and international trade unions, the labor movement in Europe, communism in the labor movement, and the post-World War II European Recovery Program.
Notes: In French and English.
Indexes: Register.

Schlomann, Friedrich-Wilhelm.
Title: Friedrich-Wilhelm Schlomann papers, 1946-2015.
Physical Description: 213 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, clippings, press releases, bulletins, newsletters, pamphlets, leaflets, flyers, and other printed matter, relating to post-World War II anti-communist movements in East Germany, communist movements in West Germany, propaganda and espionage in East and West Germany, neo-Nazi movements, and communism in China and North Korea.
Note: German journalist and author.
Schubert, Miroslav G., 1895-
Title: Papers, 1936-1977.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, memoranda, reports, clippings, and other printed matter, relating to World War II, the Soviet occupation of Czechoslovakia in 1945, international affairs in Europe during the interwar period, the communist movement in Czechoslovakia, and the coup d'etat of 1948.
Notes: Czechoslovak diplomat; charge d'affaires in Brazil, 1921-1925; charge d'affaires in Iran, 1927-1932; counsellor and deputy envoy to Germany, 1934-1938; consul general in Munich, 1945-1948.
Notes: In Czech and English.

Sergi, Georges de, baron, 1920-
Title: Papers, 1947-1990.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 16 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, press releases, depositions, legal documents, and printed matter, relating to political conditions in Romania; the trial of Iuliu Maniu, Vasile de Serdici and other leaders of the Partidul National Taranesc in 1947; Romanian emigre affairs; the Comitetul National Roman and other anti-communist organizations; and a lawsuit for defamation brought against Cicerone Ioanitoiu in France in 1985.
Notes: Romanian emigre in Sweden and Great Britain; secretary general, Partidul National Taranesc, 1982-1989.
Notes: In Romanian, French, English and Swedish.
Indexes: Register.

Shawkat, Ḥamīd, collector.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 38 ms. boxes.
Summary: Serial issues, pamphlets, circulated documents, leaflets, and flyers, issued by the Confederation of Iranian Students and other Iranian student groups in Europe, relating to political conditions and civil liberties in Iran, political opposition to the Pahlavi monarchy, and communist movements in Iran and among Iranian students abroad.
Note: In Persian.
Title: Papers, 1895-1985.  
Related e-resource: Finding aid  
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution  
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.  
Summary: Memoirs, other writings, notes, correspondence, printed matter, and photographs, relating to antiwar and anti-imperialist movements, communism in the United States and Mexico, and the Communist International.  
Notes: American and Mexican communist leader, utilizing the name Manuel Gomez; secretary, All-America Anti-Imperialist League, 1923-1928; delegate to 2nd and 6th Communist International congresses, 1920 and 1928; member, Executive Committee, Communist International, 1928-1929.

Shkurkin, P. V.  
Title: Mozhet-li v Kitae privit'sia kommunizm : mimeograph, n.d.  
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)  
Summary: Relates to communism in China.  
Notes: In Russian with English translation.

Shuaiyan, M. (Mustafa)  
Title: Writings, 1955-1979.  
Related e-resource: Finding aid  
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution  
Physical Description: 6 ms. boxes.  
Summary: Relates to political conditions in Iran, the Jangali rebellion, and the career of the Iranian premier Mohammad Mossadeq. Includes a letter by Mossadeq.  
Notes: Iranian communist.  
Notes: In Persian.  
Indexes: Register.

Shokat, Parviz, collector.  

Sidney Hook Reconsidered : A Centennial Celebration (Conference : 2002 : City University of New York)  
Title: Sidney Hook Reconsidered conference proceedings, 2002.  
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.  
Summary: Videotape footage and sound recordings, relating to the American philosopher Sidney Hook.

Title: Papers, 1930-1948.  
Physical Description: 1 oversize box.  
Summary: Writings, letters, passports, certificates, and photographs, relating to the Russian Civil War, the nature of communism, and the imprisonment of G. K. Siminskii by French authorities in 1945 as a suspected German collaborator.  
Notes: Colonel, Russian Imperial army; chief, special political and propaganda section, staff of General Anton Denkin, 1919-1920.  
Notes: In Russian, German and French.

Sinclair, Louis.  
Title: The IS papers : source material for the history of the 4th International : typescript, 1984 / Louis Sinclair.  
Physical Description: 1 item (359 p.) (1 ms. box)  
Summary: Calendar of documents of the International Secretariat of the
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Original in possession of: L. Sinclair.
Notes: May not be reproduced in whole or in part.

Skubik, Stephen J.
Title: Papers, 1945-1993.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Memoirs, reports, depositions, and propaganda leaflets, relating to apprehension and interrogation of Nazi party members by American military authorities in Germany in 1945; communist activities in Germany in 1945; and the death of General George S. Patton and allegations that he was murdered.
Notes: Special agent, United States Army Counter Intelligence Corps.
Notes: In English and German.

Sokolsky, George E. (George Ephraim), 1893-1962.
Title: Papers, 1916-1962.
Physical Description: 390 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes.
Summary: Writings, radio broadcast transcripts, correspondence, printed matter, phonorecords, and photographs, relating to politics, communism, internal security and anti-communist movements in the United States, and to politics and communism in China and elsewhere.
Notes: American journalist, newspaper columnist and radio commentator; editor, Far Eastern Review, 1927-1930; director, American Jewish League against Communism, 1948-1962.
Indexes: Register.

Socha-Jakubczyk, Danuta H., 1927-
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs, correspondence, bulletins, other printed matter, photographs, and videotape cassettes, relating to activities of the Polish anti-communist organization Wolność i Niezawisłość immediately after World War II, and to conditions of political prisoners in Poland.
Note: Polish anti-communist activist and political prisoner.
Note: In Polish.

Socialist Workers Party.
Physical Description: 131 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, minutes, resolutions, theses, and internal bulletins, relating to Trotskyist and other socialist activities in Latin America, Western Europe, Iran, and elsewhere, and to interactions of the Socialist Workers Party with the Fourth International; and trial transcripts, briefs, other legal documents, and background materials, relating to the lawsuit brought by Alan Gelfand against the Socialist Workers Party in 1979. Most of collection also available on microfilm (108 reels).
Note: American socialist political party.
Indexes: Register.
Summary: Serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, flyers, internal bulletins, and conference proceedings, issued by Spanish socialist, communist, anarchist, Trotskyist, Maoist and trade-union organizations, and by Catalan and Basque nationalist organizations, relating to conditions in Spain under the regime of Generalissimo Francisco Franco, to prospects for its downfall, and to conditions in the immediate post-Franco period. Most issuances were published or distributed clandestinely.

Notes: In Spanish, Catalan and Basque.

Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Solow, Herbert, 1903-1964.
Title: Papers, 1924-1976.
Physical Description: 12 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, memoranda, depositions, clippings, and other printed matter, relating to the communist movement in the United States, the Non-Partisan Defense League, the Commission of Inquiry into the Charges Made Against Leon Trotsky in the Moscow Trials, Soviet espionage in the United States, Whittaker Chambers and the Alger Hiss case, Zionism, the Nuremberg Trial of Major German War Criminals, 1945-1946, and post-World War II international business enterprises. Includes some papers of Sylvia Salmi Solow, 1964-1976.
Notes: American journalist; editor, Fortune magazine, 1945-1964.
Indexes: Inventory.

Souvarine, Boris.
Title: Papers, 1925-1971.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, clippings, and printed matter, relating to the French Communist Party, the Communist International, Marxism, Soviet agricultural and economic policies, and political events in twentieth-century Russia. Includes correspondence with Ekaterina Kuskova, Sergei Prokopovich, Nikolai Valentinov, and the Marx-Engels Institute (Moscow).
Notes: Russian-born French journalist and author; French communist leader, 1919-1924.
Notes: In French and Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Solski, Waclaw.
Title: Writings, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Memoirs, and a study, relating to Bolshevik agitation in the Russian army during the Russian Revolution, the formation of Soviet policy in literature and other cultural affairs during the 1920s, and Soviet propaganda techniques.
Notes: Polish novelist.
Notes: In Russian and English.

Somerville, John, 1905-
Title: John Somerville papers, 1930-1995.
Physical Description: 15 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, and notes, relating to Marxist philosophy, philosophy and education in the Soviet Union, peace and nuclear disarmament movements, and the loyalty-security program in the United States.
Note: American philosopher; president, Society for the Philosophical Study of Marxism; president, International Philosophers for the Prevention of Nuclear Omnicide.
Indexes: Inventory.

Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands.
Title: Issuances, 1929-1949.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Reports, pamphlets, and leaflets, relating to the 1929 election campaign of the Sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands in Germany; clandestine
antifascist activities of the party, 1933-1938; conditions in Germany during World War II and wartime activities of German socialists in Great Britain; and social and economic conditions in Soviet-occupied East Germany in 1949. Includes a few communist pamphlets from the 1930s.
Notes: German socialist party.
Notes: In German and English.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Spartacist League of the U.S.
Title: Records, 1964-2013.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 22 ms. boxes.
Summary: Minutes, internal bulletins, pamphlets, position papers, press releases, flyers, and leaflets, relating to Trotskyist political activities in the United States. Includes issuances of youth groups and international affiliates of the Spartacist League.
Notes: American Trotskyist political organization.
Indexes: Register.

Stanford communist.
Title: Newspaper issues, 1949.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Two genuine issues, January-February 1949; and one false issue, actually issued by anti-communists, February 1949.
Notes: Organ of the Stanford (University) Club of the Communist Party.

Starek, Jiri, collector.
Title: Collection, 1956-1983.
Physical Description: 63 ms. boxes.
Notes: Boxes 1-19 closed until 2014 December 31.
Summary: Proclamations, statements, speeches, letters, and legal documents, including clandestine dissident literature, relating to political and social conditions in Czechoslovakia, political trials and the status of civil liberties, the Czech dissident movement, and international communism.
Notes: Mainly in Czech.

Stroynowski, Juliusz.
Title: Juliusz Stroynowski papers, 1872-1987.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes.
Note: Boxes 4-8 closed.
Summary: Correspondence, pamphlets, leaflets, flyers, serial issues, clippings, reports, bulletins, and newsletters, relating to pre-World War II socialism, communism, nationalism and antisemitism in Poland; the German occupation of Poland during World War II and the Polish resistance movement; miscellaneous aspects of post-World War II Polish history; Vatican diplomatic relations during World War II; and personal affairs. Includes Polish government reports, 1930-1939, on activities of socialist, trade-union and Jewish organizations; and clippings and other printed matter, 1961-1968, relating to church-state relations in Poland. Also includes transcript of speech and printed writings by Father Robert Leiber, private secretary to Pope Pius XII.
Note: Polish historian and sociologist; secretary of legation, Polish embassy to Italy, 1946-1950; subsequently emigre in West Germany.
Note: Mainly in Polish.

Struve, Petr Berngardovich, 1870-1944.
Title: Papers, 1890-1982.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 50 ms. boxes, 1 envelope.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, reports, memoranda, essays, editorial files, printed matter, photographs, and memorabilia, relating to Russia in World War I, the Russian Revolution and Civil War, anti-Bolshevik movements, the Russian economy and industry, conditions in the Soviet Union after the Revolution, and Russian literary and
political emigre affairs. Includes papers of the wife and sons of Petr Struve. Also available on microfilm (59 reels).
Notes: Russian journalist, historian, and politician; minister of foreign affairs in the Baron Petr Vrangel' government, 1919-1921.
Notes: Mainly in Russian.
Indexes: Register.

Sukiennicki, Wiktor, 1901-1983.
Title: Papers, 1917-1993.
Physical Description: 31 ms. boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, notes, reports, radio broadcast transcripts, and printed matter, relating to twentieth-century Polish history, the history of the Communist International, and Radio Free Europe broadcasting to Poland. Includes draft and finished reports of the Polish Rada Ministrów, 1946, relating to the Katyn Forest Massacre and Polish prisoners of war in the Soviet Union during World War II.
Notes: Polish-American historian and political scientist; research analyst, Radio Free Europe, 1952-1959.
Notes: In Polish, English and Russian.

Sullivan, William C.
Title: Marxism-Leninism (Communism) : typescript, 1949.
Physical Description: 1 item (7 p.) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the philosophic basis of communism.
Notes: Special agent, United States Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Sveikauskas, Leo.
Physical Description: 1 item (34 p.) (1 folder)
Notes: Photocopy.

Swabeck, Arne.
Title: Papers, 1913-1999.
Physical Description: 21 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs, other writings, correspondence, resolutions, bulletins, minutes, pamphlets, and serial issues, relating to socialist and communist movements in the United States, and especially to the Socialist Workers Party and other Trotskyist groups in the post-World War II period.
Notes: American Trotskyist leader.
Indexes: Register.

Ta Chung Cultural Cooperation Association.
Title: Struggle for peace and democracy in the Northeast : typescript, 1947.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to military activities of the Chinese Communist Party in Manchuria against the Japanese during World War II and against the Kuomintang.
Notes: English translation from Chinese.

Tanenhaus, Sam.
Title: Papers, 1901-1998.
Physical Description: 69 ms. boxes, 4 oversize boxes.
Notes: Box 23 closed during lifetime of Ralph de Toledano.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, trial transcripts, memoranda, notes, and printed matter, relating to the life of Whittaker Chambers and to the Alger Hiss espionage case. Used as research material for the book by Sam
Notes: American historian.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Teulade, Jules, 1890-
Title: Nous les croulants : typescript, 1962.
Physical Description: 1 item (132 p.) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to communism in France, the Parti populaire francais, and French collaborators during World War II.
Notes: French ex-communist.
Notes: In French.

Theberge, James Daniel.
Physical Description: 52 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, speeches and writings, dispatches, memoranda, reports, schedules, printed matter, and photographs, relating to diplomatic relations between the United States and Chile; political, social and economic conditions in Chile; United States foreign policy in Latin America; and communist movements in Latin America.
Notes: American diplomat; ambassador to Chile, 1982-1985.
Notes: In English and Spanish.
Indexes: Inventory.

Thompson, H. K. (Harold Keith), 1922-, collector.
Title: Harold Keith Thompson collection, 1932-1993.
Physical Description: 23 ms. boxes.
Summary: Leaflets, newsletters, pamphlets, newspaper and periodical issues, clippings, correspondence, and writings, relating to fascist and other rightist political groups in the United States and Europe after World War II. Includes a few leftist publications.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Thorez, Maurice, 1900-1964.
Title: Letters, 1929-1964.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Notes: Secretary general, Parti communiste francais, 1930-1964.
Notes: In French.

Tillon, Charles.
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1984.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Speech transcript, letter, and pamphlet, relating to activities of the French resistance movement during World War II.
Notes: French communist leader; resistance leader during World War II.
Notes: In French.

Tkhilaishvili, Aleksandr Dursunovich, collector.
Physical Description: 6 oversize boxes.
Summary: Photographs depicting visits of Nikita Khrushchev and other high Soviet officials to the Adzhar Autonomous Soviet Republic, and the 22nd Congress of the Soviet Communist Party.

Toledano, Ralph de, 1916-
Title: Papers, 1940-2002.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes, 1 envelope.
Notes: Whittaker Chambers letters may not be used without written permission of Ralph de Toledano.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, reports, writings, and printed matter, relating to American communism, politics, and journalism, and the Alger Hiss espionage case. Includes 98 letters from Whittaker Chambers about the Hiss case.
Notes: Box 9 may not be photocopied without permission of R. de Toledano.
Indexes: Register.

Toller, Ernst, 1893-1939.
Title: Appeal, 1919.
Physical Description: 1 item (1 folder)
Summary: Appeal on behalf of the young workers of Germany to the young people of the world, relating to the goals of the German Revolution.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Original in: New York Public Library.
Notes: German writer; leader of the Bavarian Soviet Republic, 1919.

Too, Chee Chew, Tan Sri, 1920-1922.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box (319 pages)
Summary: Relates to the Malayan Communist Party. Includes translations of internal policy documents.
Notes: Malayan government psychological warfare program director.

Topolski, Fryderyk, 1913-
Title: Wspomnienia i ludzie : kronika wydarzen : typescript, 1986 / Fryderyk Topolski.
Physical Description: 1 v. (168 p.) (1 ms. box)
Summary: Relates to the Polish communist movement, the deportation of Poles to the Soviet Union in 1939-1941, engineering and industrial activities in Soviet-occupied Poland and the Soviet Union during World War II and in postwar Poland, and antisemitism in postwar Poland.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Original in possession of: F. Topolski.
Notes: Polish communist, engineer and industrial manager.
Notes: In Polish.

Toronto Telegram.
Title: Toronto Telegram printed articles, 1925-1965.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Relates to communist movements in Canada.
Notes: Toronto, Ontario, newspaper.

Trapp, Lawrence R.
Physical Description: 1 folder, 1 videotape cassette.
Summary: Letters, writings, manifesto, agreement, serial issue, and video tape, relating to activities of Vietnamese emigre anti-communist organizations, and to American medical and other assistance to Vietnam and Laos. Includes writings by Nguyen Van Thieu, former president of South Vietnam.
Notes: Colonel, United States Army.
Notes: In English and Vietnamese.

Treint, Albert.
Title: L'infernal paradis : typescript, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (79 p.) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to capitalism, international politics, materialism, social classes, and socialism, particularly in communist-dominated countries, 1900-1957.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: French communist leader.
Notes: In French.
Trent, Evelyn, 1892-1970.
Title: Evelyn Trent papers, 1924-1969.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Correspondence, notes, pamphlets, clippings, and photographs, relating to M. N. Roy and the communist movement in India.
Note: American journalist; wife of M. N. Roy, Indian communist leader.

Trotsky : revelador politico del Mexico cardenista, 1937-1987
(Colloquium : 1987 : Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico)
Physical Description: 11 phonotape cassettes.
Summary: Relates to the residence of Leon Trotsky in Mexico (1937-1940), Mexican politics during the presidency of Lazaro Cardenas, Communist and Trotskyist movements in Mexico, and the relation of Mexican intellectuals to Leon Trotsky.
Notes: Copy.
Notes: Originals in possession of: Susan Weissman.
Notes: In Spanish.
Indexes: Inventory.

Physical Description: 1 videotape cassette.
Summary: Relates to the life of the Russian revolutionary Leon Trotsky. Produced by Ima Productions.
Notes: In French.

Trotsky, Leon, See
Leon Trotsky Collection

Trujillo, Robert, 1903-
Title: Interview, 1975.
Physical Description: 1 item (2 phonotape cassettes)
Summary: Relates to the history of the communist movement in Colorado.

Interview by Brad Bohland, May 6, 1975.
Notes: Colorado state chairman, Communist Party.

Physical Description: 3 motion picture film reels.
Summary: Relates to international communism. Narrated by Ronald Reagan. Produced by the National Education Program.

Truth about Cuba Committee.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Leaflets and brochures, relating to living conditions in Cuba and to anti-communist activities.
Notes: Anti-communist organization in Miami, Florida.

Tsai, Meng-gian, 1904-2000.
Title: Papers, 1945-1986.
Physical Description: 4 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, other writings, personal documents, and photographs, relating to the Kuomintang and political conditions in Taiwan, and to Taiwanese relations with East Asia and the United States. Includes memoir of activities as a Kuomintang anti-communist counterintelligence officer in China from 1928 to 1932.
Notes: Taiwanese politician and businessman.
Notes: Mainly in Chinese.

TSurikov, N. A.
Title: N. A. TSurikov papers, 1901-1980.
Physical Description: 35 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs and other writings, notes, correspondence, printed matter, and photographs, relating to Russian émigré life, anti-communist movements, and post-World War II refugees. Includes other TSurikov family papers.
Note: Russian political writer; émigré in Czechoslovakia.
Tyrmand, Leopold.
Title: Papers, 1941-1985.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 25 ms. boxes, 4 envelopes.
Summary: Writings, diaries, correspondence, notes, and printed matter, relating to social conditions in Poland, cultural conditions in communist countries, popular culture in the United States and other Western countries, standards of sexual behavior in the United States, and American conservative thought. Includes fictional writings.
Notes: In English and Polish.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Miscellaneous records, 1958-1975.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Clippings, summaries of newspaper articles, Congressional hearing testimony, other printed matter, and memoranda, relating to international communism, and communist and other radical movements in the United States.

United States. Economic Cooperation Administration.
Title: Miscellaneous records, ca. 1948-1951.
Physical Description: 1 folder, 1 envelope.
Summary: Report entitled Supervision over Fertilizer Distribution in Taiwan since 1949 (1950); and photographs of communist and anti-communist posters in Paris, ca. 1948-1951.

Title: Miscellaneous records, 1929-1972.
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Reports, memoranda, and correspondence, relating to investigation of possible subversive activities of the American educators George S. Counts, John Dewey and Harold O. Rugg, and the journalist I. F. Stone.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Originals in: United States Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D.C.

United States. Subversive Activities Control Board.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/insitutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 90 ms. boxes.
Summary: Hearing transcripts, decisions, and reports, relating to determination of communist-action and communist-front organizations in the United States.
Location of original: Duplicate set of records in: National Archives and Records Administration.
Note: Quasi-judicial American government agency.
Indexes: Register.

Untersuchungsausschuss freiheitlicher Juristen.
Title: Leaflets, ca. 1950.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Lists the names and addresses of alleged communists living in West Berlin.
Notes: Investigating Committee for Free Lawyers, an anti-communist West Berlin organization.
Notes: In German.

Upman, Frank, 1905-1976.
Title: Papers, 1930-1974.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoirs, reports, and printed matter, relating to American politics, the growth of government bureaucracy and welfare programs, and communists in government.
Notes: American engineer and government official; official in the National Recovery Administration, Work Projects Administration, War Assets Administration, Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government, and other agencies.
Indexes: Register.

Uruguayan subject collection, 1918-1990.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 1 phonorecord.
Summary: Serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, bulletins, studies, and sound recording, relating primarily to political conditions and elections in Uruguay, and to communist and guerrilla movements in Uruguay.
Notes: In Spanish and English.
Indexes: Register.

Ustredni Vedeni Odboje Domacilia.
Title: Records, 1939-1945.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Radio dispatches, reports, and memoranda, relating to conditions in German-occupied Czechoslovakia, resistance activities, activities of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia, and Soviet intelligence activities in Czechoslovakia. Includes transcripts of clandestine radio transmissions between London and Prague, and lists of the Czechoslovak communist underground apparatus.
Notes: Photocopy.

Notes: Originals in: Badatelske Dokumentacni Stredisko pri AUDKSC, Prague.
Notes: Czechoslovak resistance movement during World War II.
Notes: In Czech.

Utley, Freda, 1898-
Title: Papers, 1886-1978.
Physical Description: 87 ms. boxes, 11 envelopes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, and printed matter, relating to social and political conditions in Russia, Japan, and China in the interwar period; the Sino-Japanese conflict; World War II; American relations with China; Germany in the post-World War II reconstruction period; social and political developments in the Middle East; and anticommunism in the United States.
Notes: Literary rights held by Jon B. Utley.
Notes: British-American author, lecturer, and journalist; director, American-China Policy Association.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Papers, 1912-1964.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes, 1 envelope.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, clippings, reports, and photographs, relating to Russian revolutionary movements and emigre life, Imperial Russian and Soviet agricultural and economic policies, labor movements, Menshevism, and political events in Russia.
Notes: Russian revolutionary and author.
Notes: In Russian and English.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Memoirs, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (192 p.)
(1 folder)
Summary: Relates to activities of the Parti communiste francais and of the Confederation generale du travail unitaire, and especially to their relationships to the Communist International and the Red International of Labor Unions, from 1920 to 1934.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Original in possession of: Institut d'histoire sociale, Paris.
Notes: French communist leader; subsequently anti-communist.
Notes: In French.

Vassart, Cilly, d. 1962.
Title: Le Front populaire en France : typescript, 1962.
Physical Description: 1 v.
Summary: Relates to the Popular Front in France.
Notes: Widow of Albert Vassart.
Notes: In French.

Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Electronic bulletins, serial issues, pamphlets, leaflets, bulletins, resolutions, and internal documents, relating primarily to political conditions in Venezuela, and to socialist and communist movements in Venezuela.
Notes: In Spanish.
Indexes: Register.

Visoianu, Constantin, 1897-1994.
Title: Papers, 1937-1960.
Physical Description: 5 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, reports, speeches, writings, and photographs, relating to Romanian foreign relations, political developments in Romania, and anti-communist emigre activities.
Notes: Romanian minister of foreign affairs, 1945-1946; president, Romanian National Committee, Washington, D.C.
Notes: In Romanian, French and English.
Indexes: Register.

Physical Description: 2 phonorecords.
Summary: Relates to the history of the Partito comunista italiano.
Includes recordings of party leaders.
Notes: In Italian.

Voitsekhovskii, S. L. (Sergei L'vovich), 1900-1982.
Title: Papers, 1923-1982.
Physical Description: 11 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, writings, printed matter, and photographs, relating to Russian history after 1917, Russians and Russian anti-communist movements in foreign countries, the Romanov dynasty, Soviet espionage within Russian emigre circles, and Grand Duke Vladimir Kirillovich.
Notes: Russian historian.
Notes: Mainly in Russian.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Volkov, Boris N., 1894-1954.
Title: Papers, 1915-1963.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box, 23 microfilm reels.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, clippings, other printed matter, and photographs, relating to Russian literature, the Russian Civil War in Siberia and Mongolia, the career of the White Russian commander Baron Ungern-Shternberg, Russian emigre affairs, and anti-communist movements in the

Von Wiegand, Karl H. Title: Karl H. Von Wiegand papers, 1911-1961. Related e-resource: Finding aid http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution Physical Description: 82 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 43 envelopes, memorabilia. Summary: Correspondence, dispatches, writings, photographs, clippings, and printed matter, relating to European diplomacy and German politics between the world wars, the Sino-Japanese War, the European Theater in World War II, the Cold War, the postwar Middle Eastern situation, and American foreign policy. Note: American journalist; Hearst newspaper foreign correspondent, 1917-1961. Note: In English and German. Indexes: Register.

Wales, Nym, 1907- Title: Papers, 1931-1998. Related e-resource: Finding aid http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution Physical Description: 63 ms. boxes, 3 oversize boxes, 1 album box, 11 Oversize folders, 33 envelopes, 2 slide boxes, 11 oversize folders, 1 videotape cassette. Summary: Personal and collected correspondence, speeches and writings, news dispatches, interviews, reports, memoranda, organizational records, and photographs, relating to the Chinese cooperative movement, student movement, and labor movement in China; the Sian incident, 1936; the Sino-Japanese Conflict; and Chinese art and literature. Notes: American journalist and writer; member, Board of Directors, American Committee in Aid of Chinese Industrial Cooperatives, 1941-1951. Indexes: Register.


Walters, Ray P. Title: Writings, 1949-1981. Physical Description: 1 folder. Summary: Report and memoir, relating to conditions in Romania at the end of World War II; and to the Second International Technical Congress of the World Engineering Conference, Cairo, 1949, especially to activities of communist delegates. Notes: American engineer; petroleum attache, United States Embassy, Romania, 1945-1946.

Wang, Fanxi, 1907- Title: Correspondence, 1962-1987. Related e-resource: Finding aid http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution Physical Description: 1 folder. Summary: Relates to activities of Trotskyist political groups in China and the United States, and analysis of political conditions in China and
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elsewhere. Consists primarily of letters received from the American Trotskyist C. Frank Glass.
Notes: Chinese Trotskyist leader.
Indexes: Inventory.

Wang, Guanquan.
Title: Yi ge ren he yi ge shi dai: page proofs, 1988 / Wang Guanquan.
Physical Description: 1 item (669 p.) (1 ms. box)
Summary: Relates to the life of the Chinese communist leader Qu Qiubai and his role in the Chinese communist movement from 1921 until his death in 1935. Published under the same title (Tien-chin shih, 1989). Includes handwritten corrections.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: May not be quoted without written permission of Wang Guanquan.
Notes: Chinese historian.
Notes: In Chinese.

Wardlaw, Ana.
Title: Papers, 1956-1960.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Drafts and research notes for a study, entitled Key People in Satellite Countries, 1944-1955, relating to the communist leadership in Poland, Romania, Bulgaria, Albania, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary.

Warlick, James B.
Title: The East in Marxist thought, 1917-1924: typescript, n.d. / by James B. Warlick, Jr.
Physical Description: 1 item (222 p.) (1 folder)
Summary: Relates to the development of Marxist-Leninist thought regarding Asia and other colonial areas.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: Original in possession of: J. B. Warlick, Jr.
Notes: May not be quoted without permission of J. B. Warlick, Jr.
Notes: Copyright held by J. B. Warlick, Jr.

Weinstein, Allen.
Physical Description: 147 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box.
Note: Boxes 121-148 closed.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, conference proceedings, printed matter, and sound recordings, relating to promotion of democratic institutions outside the United States; to Soviet espionage in the United States, especially the cases of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg and Alger Hiss; and to the attempted assassination of Pope John Paul II. Includes research material used for the books by Allen Weinstein, Perjury: The Hiss-Chambers Case (New York, 1978) and The Haunted Wood: Soviet Espionage in America (New York, 1999). Sound use copies of sound recordings available.
Note: American historian; founder and president, Center for Democracy.
Indexes: Inventory.
See also Center for Democracy (Washington, D.C.) Collection

Westchester Security League.
Title: Records, 1930-1958.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, leaflets, and clippings, relating to the activities of the league in promoting patriotism and isolationism, and in opposing subversion, socialism, communism, the New Deal, and the income tax.
Notes: Political pressure group in Bronxville, New York.

Western Goals (Organization)
Physical Description: 1 folder, 4 videotape cassettes.
Summary: Newsletters, report, leaflets, videotape films, and videotape film transcript, relating to international communism in world politics, Soviet espionage and communist subversion in the United States, international terrorism, and
allegations of Soviet use of chemical and biological warfare.
Notes: Private American anti-communist organization founded by Congressman Lawrence P. McDonald.

Title: Papers, 1920-2004.
Physical Description: 50 ms. boxes.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, memoranda, notes, and printed matter, relating to communism, especially in Latin America; espionage and internal security in the United States; and racial, ethnic and class analyses of political and intellectual elites.
Notes: American writer and economist. Indexes: Register.

Title: Papers, 1898-1977.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes, 49 microfilm reels, 11 phonotapes.
Summary: Writings, notes, statistics, printed matter, sound recordings, and copies of German government records, relating to the Unabhängige sozialdemokratische Partei Deutschlands and its relation with the Second and Third Internationals, and to socialist and labor movements in Germany, especially during World War I and the Weimar period. Includes microfilm of materials at various German archives.
Notes: American historian.
Notes: In German and English.
Indexes: Inventory, microfilm reels.

Whitcomb, John M.
Title: Papers, 1904-1987.
Physical Description: 1 folder, 3 envelopes.
Summary: Photographs, depicting communist leaders from various countries, and including delegates to congresses of the Communist International; and letters, other writings, and diagrams, relating to the residence of Karl Marx at 4 Anderson Street, Chelsea, London, from 1849 to 1850.
Notes: American architect.

White, Christine, collector.
Title: Reports, 1983-1987.
Physical Description: 1 folder.
Summary: Relates to antisemitic, neo-Nazi and other far-right-wing organizations in the United States, their involvement in terrorist incidents, support extended by private right-wing groups in the United States to the "contra" guerrilla movement in Nicaragua, and alleged involvement of the "contras" in criminal activities. Includes reports by the Anti-defamation League of B'nai B'rith, the International Center for Development Policy, and the staff of Senator John Kerry.

White, Geoffrey.
Title: Papers, 1939-1965.
Physical Description: 10 ms. boxes, 1 box of slides.
Summary: Correspondence, writings, reports, resolutions, minutes, discussion bulletins, and printed matter, relating to American Trotskyist politics, the Socialist Workers Party, and the formation of the Spartacist League. Includes a few items relating to the Communist Party of the United States and the Independent Socialist League.
Notes: American Trotskyist leader. Indexes: Register.

Wiig, Laurence Maxon, collector.
Title: Collection, 1942-1988.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Writings, correspondence, and photocopies of United States Army Psychological Warfare Branch, Office of War Information, State Department, and Federal Bureau of Investigation memoranda and reports, relating to activities of the Japanese-American
Koji Ariyoshi as an American psychological warfare specialist and liaison with Chinese communist forces during World War II, as a Smith Act case defendant in Hawaii in 1951, and subsequently as president of the Hawaii-China People's Friendship Association.

William, Maurice.  
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1927-1948.  
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.  
Notes: American author; adviser to Sun Yat-sen.

Willoughby, Charles Andrew, 1892-1972.  
Title: Papers, 1945-1961.  
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes, 1 album box, 1 envelope, 1 phonorecord.  
Summary: Drafts, reports, correspondence, newsletters, and printed matter, relating to the World War II campaigns of General Douglas MacArthur in the Pacific, the Richard Sorge espionage case, the anti-communist movement in the United States, Cold War defense needs of the United States, and Japanese rearmament.  
Notes: Major general, United States Army; chief of intelligence, Army Forces in the Far East, 1941-1951.  
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Winchell, Walter, 1897-1972.  
Title: Miscellaneous papers, 1936-1968.  
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.  
Summary: Letters, memoranda, notes, pamphlets, newsletters, and other printed matter, relating to the right-wing political figure Gerald L. Smith, Smith's leadership of the isolationist America First Party during World War II and of the Christian Nationalist Crusade subsequently, and accusations of libel exchanged between Winchell and Smith.  
Notes: American journalist, newspaper columnist, and radio commentator.

Windmiller, Marshall.  
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.  
Summary: Correspondence, notes, interview summaries, radio broadcast transcripts, and printed matter, relating to world affairs and American foreign policy, and to the Communist Party of India and its leader M. N. Roy. In part used as research material for the book by Gene D. Overstreet and Marshall Windmiller, Communism in India (Berkeley, 1959). Includes correspondence with Prince Norodom Sihanouk relating to Cambodian history and foreign policy.  
Note: American political scientist.

Physical Description: 408 ms. boxes, 11 card file boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 6 album boxes, 61 envelopes, 1 oversize folder, 15 microfilm reels, 1 videotape cassette, 2 phonorecords, 19 slides.  
Summary: Speeches and writings, memoirs, correspondence, notes, studies, reports, printed matter, and audiovisual materials, relating to the history of China from ancient times to the twentieth century; the development of Chinese studies in the West; the concept of an Asiatic mode of production; and the history of German, Russian, Chinese and international communist movements. Includes some papers of Esther Schiff Goldfrank and G. L. Ulmen.
Notes: German-American historian and social scientist.
Notes: In English, German and Chinese.
Indexes: Register.

Wolfe, Bernard, 1915- , collector.
Title: Slides, 1937.
Physical Description: 1 envelope.
Summary: Depicts Leon Trotsky and others at hearings in Coyoacan, Mexico, of the Commission of Inquiry into the Charges Made against Leon Trotsky in the Moscow Trials.

Title: Bertram David Wolfe papers, 1903-2000.
Physical Description: 183 ms. boxes, 2 card file boxes, 2 oversize boxes, 35 envelopes, 6 microfilm reels, 5 videotape cassettes, 13 phonotape reels, 8 phonotape cassettes.
Note: Box 183 closed. Use copies available.
Summary: Writings, correspondences, notes, memorandums, clippings, other printed matter, and audiovisual material, relating to Marxism; the international communist movement; communism in the Soviet Union, the United States, and elsewhere; literature and art in the Soviet Union and in Mexico; and the Mexican artist Diego Rivera. Includes some papers of Rivera, and papers of Ella Wolfe, wife of B. D. Wolfe. Sound use copies of selected sound recordings available.
Note: American historian; representative of the Communist Party, U.S.A., to the Communist International, 1928-1929; author of Three Who Made a Revolution (1948) and other works on communism.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Memoirs, n.d.
Physical Description: 1 item (776 p.) (1 ms. box, 1 phonotape reel)
Summary: Relates to the Bavarian Soviet Republic of 1919, the development of the German communist movement to 1933, activities of the Communist International, and the development of communism in the Soviet Union to 1933.
Notes: Photocopy.
Notes: No more than 500 words may be quoted.
Notes: German communist leader and journalist.
Notes: In German.

Wolnosci i Niezawlosci (Organization)
Title: Wolnosci i Niezawlosci miscellaneous records, 1936-1946.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Newsletters, memorandums, letters, leaflets, and flyers, relating to Polish opposition to Soviet and communist forces at the end of World War II.
Notes: Clandestine Polish patriotic anti-communist organization.
Notes: In Polish.
Indexes: Register.

Woolley, Barry Lee, 1947-
Physical Description: 1 item (1 ms. box)
Notes: May not be used without written permission of B. L. Woolley.
Summary: Relates to the American and international Trotskyist movements.
Notes: Photocopy.

Workers Party of the United States
Title: Miscellaneous records, 1934-1935.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Correspondence, memoranda, and circulars, relating to criminal syndicalism charges brought against Norman Mini and others, and to defense efforts of the Non-Partisan
Labor Defense and National Sacramento Appeal Committee.
Notes: American Trotskyist political organization.

Wormser, Richard, interviewer.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes.
Summary: Video recordings of interviews of leaders and associates of the Communist Party of the United States of America, relating to communism in the United States. Video use copies available.

Wright, John G.
Title: Papers, 1933-1977.
Physical Description: 9 ms. boxes.
Summary: Speeches and writings, correspondence, resolutions, theses, and notes, relating to Marxian theory, the translation of works of Leon Trotsky, Trotskyist activities in the United States and abroad, and analysis of the post-World War II Chinese and Eastern European states.
Notes: American Trotskyist leader; translator of writings of Leon Trotsky; member, National Committee, Socialist Workers Party, 1939-1956.
Indexes: Register.

Xin hua tong xun she.
Title: Xin hua tong xun she radio broadcast transcripts, 1948-1950.
Physical Description: 5 ms. boxes.
Summary: Relates to the Chinese Civil War and to political and diplomatic developments in China.
Note: Chinese communist news agency.
Indexes: Inventory.

Yang, Thomas Tse-yue, 1913
Title: Autobiographical writings, undated.
Physical Description: 1 folder.

Summary: Relates to American efforts from 1950 to 1954 to organize a Free China Movement and train operatives on bases in Japan and Okinawa to conduct anti-communist resistance in China.
Notes: Nationalist Chinese military officer.

Physical Description: 180 cubic ft. boxes, 256 ms. boxes, 30 card file boxes.
Summary: Clippings, serial issues, other printed matter, and notes, relating to the activities of communist parties throughout the world, 1966-1983. Used as research material for the Yearbook on International Communist Affairs published annually by the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Ybarra, Michael J.
Title: Michael J. Ybarra papers, 1942-2006.
Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Note: American journalist and author.

Yeaton, Ivan D.
Title: Papers, 1908-1979.
Physical Description: 7 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 7 envelopes.
Summary: Memoirs, reports, memoranda, correspondence, orders and citations, charts, and photographs, relating to
his military career; Soviet military strength in 1941; Soviet-American relations, 1941-1949; organization of American military intelligence during World War II; lend-lease operations; American relations with the Chinese communists, 1944-1946; and the inspection of United States Army procurement contracts, 1952-1953.

Notes: Memoirs may not be quoted without the written permission of I. D. Yeaton.
Notes: Colonel, United States Army; military attache in the Soviet Union, 1939-1941; commanding officer, Yenan Observer Group in China, 1945-1946.
Indexes: Register.

Young Communist League of the United States.
Title: Issuances, 1921-1949.
Physical Description: 2 ms. boxes.
Summary: Theses, resolutions, bulletins, pamphlets, leaflets, and printed matter, relating to the American and international communist youth movement. Includes some issuances of the Young Communist International, the Communist Party of the United States, and anti-communist groups.

Zaleski, August, 1883-1972.
Title: Papers, 1919-1981.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 29 ms. boxes, 1 oversize box, 1 envelope.
Summary: Correspondence, dispatches, memoranda, and reports, relating to interwar Polish diplomacy, conditions in Poland and diplomacy regarding Poland during World War II, and postwar Polish emigre life.
Notes: Mainly in Polish.
Indexes: Register.

Title: Roman Zambrowski papers, 1948-1977.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 3 ms. boxes.
Summary: Memoirs, other writings, diaries, personnel records, and printed matter, relating to political conditions in Poland and to the Polska Zjednoczona Partia Robotnicza.
Note: Polish communist leader.
Note: In Polish.
Indexes: Register.

Zhongguo gong chan dang.
Title: Zhongguo gong chan dang issuances, 1933-2005.
Related e-resource: Finding aid
http://www.oac.cdlib.org/institutions/Hoover+Institution
Physical Description: 33 ms. boxes, 2 oversize boxes.
Summary: Internal documents, books, pamphlets, serial issues, broadsides, and flyers, relating to political, military, social and economic conditions in China, at national, provincial and local levels.
Note: Chinese communist party.
Note: In Chinese.
Indexes: Preliminary inventory.

Zumoff, Jacob Andrew.
Physical Description: 1 folder (378 pages).
Notes: American historian.

Physical Description: 1 ms. box.
Summary: Minutes, resolutions, membership rosters, statutes, and individual membership books, relating
to communist youth activities in Poland.
Notes: Rada Ministrow employees' chapter of Polish communist youth organization.
Notes: In Polish.